
  

36V、2.2MHz降压控制器，
低工作电流

MAX16952

                      概述
MAX16952为电流模式、同步PWM降压控制器，工作在
3.5V至36V输入电压，空载时静态电流仅50μA。开关频率
可通过外部电阻在1MHz至2.2MHz范围内调节，并且可同
步至高达2.4MHz的外部时钟。MAX16952输出电压可通
过引脚选择为固定5V或1V至10V可调。宽输入电压范围，
以及欠压瞬态期间工作在压差模式的能力使器件可理想用
于汽车和工业应用。

MAX16952工作在固定频率PWM模式和低静态电流跳脉
冲模式。器件具有使能逻辑输入，支持高达42V电压，可
禁止器件并将关断电流降低至10μA。保护特性包括限流、
过压，欠压以及带自动恢复功能的热关断保护。器件还具
有电源就绪监测器，方便电源排序。

MAX16952采用热增强、16引脚、TSSOP封装，带裸焊盘，
工作在-40°C至+125°C汽车级温度范围。

                                应用
汽车

工业

军品

负载点

                     定购信息

                                      特性
S 3.5V至36V宽输入电压范围

S 可承受42V输入瞬态电压

S 瞬间欠压时提供高占空比

S 1MHz至2.2MHz可调节开关频率

S 可调节(1V至10V)输出电压，±2%精度

S 2.2V至3.6V供电电压

S 三种工作模式 
 50μA超低静态电流跳脉冲模式 
 强制固定频率模式 
 外部时钟同步

S 低BOM数量，电流模式控制架构

S 电源就绪输出

S 使能输入支持3.3V逻辑电平至42V电压

S 限流、热关断和过压保护

S -40°C至+125°C汽车级温度范围

S 符合汽车级应用要求

                                      典型工作电路
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本文是英文数据资料的译文，文中可能存在翻译上的不准确或错误。如需进一步确认，请在您的设计中参考英文资料。
有关价格、供货及订购信息，请联络Maxim亚洲销售中心：10800 852 1249 (北中国区)，10800 152 1249 (南中国区)，
或访问Maxim的中文网站：china.maximintegrated.com。

General Description
The MAX16952 is a current-mode, synchronous PWM
step-down controller designed to operate with input volt-
ages from 3.5V to 36V while using only 50μA of quies-
cent current at no load. The switching frequency is
adjustable from 1MHz to 2.2MHz by an external resistor
and can be synchronized to an external clock up to
2.4MHz. The MAX16952 output voltage is pin program-
mable to be either 5V fixed, or adjustable from 1V to 10V.
The wide input voltage range, along with its ability to
operate in dropout during undervoltage transients,
makes it ideal for automotive and industrial applications.

The MAX16952 operates in fixed-frequency PWM mode
and low quiescent current skip mode. It features an
enable logic input, which is compatible up to 42V to dis-
able the device and reduce its shutdown current to
10μA. Protection features include overcurrent limit, over-
voltage, undervoltage, and thermal shutdown with auto-
matic recovery. The device also features a power-good
monitor to ease power-supply sequencing.

The MAX16952 is available in a thermally enhanced
16-pin TSSOP package with an exposed pad, and is
specified for operation over the -40°C to +125°C automo-
tive temperature range.

Applications
Automotive

Industrial

Military

Point of Load

Features
� Wide 3.5V to 36V Input Voltage Range 
� 42V Input Transient Tolerance
� High Duty Cycle During Undervoltage Transients 
� 1MHz to 2.2MHz Adjustable Switching Frequency
� Adjustable (1V to 10V) Output Voltage with ±2%

Accuracy 
� Three Operating Modes

50µA Ultra-Low Quiescent Current Skip Mode
Forced Fixed-Frequency Mode
External Frequency Synchronization

� Lowest BOM Count, Current-Mode Control
Architecture

� Power-Good Output
� Enable Input Compatible from 3.3V Logic Level to

42V
� Current-Limit, Thermal Shutdown, and

Overvoltage Protection
� -40°C to +125°C Automotive Temperature Range 
� Automotive Qualified

19-5789; Rev 2; 1/13

MAX16952
36V, 2.2MHz Step-Down Controller

with Low Operating Current

For pricing, delivery, and ordering information, please contact Maxim Direct
at 1-888-629-4642, or visit Maxim’s website at www.maximintegrated.com.

Ordering Information
PART TEMP RANGE PIN-PACKAGE 

MAX16952AUE+ -40°C to +125°C 16 TSSOP-EP* 

MAX16952AUE/V+ -40°C to +125°C 16 TSSOP-EP* 

/V denotes an automotive qualified part.
+Denotes a lead(Pb)-free/RoHS-compliant package.
*EP = Exposed pad.

Typical Operating Circuit

MAX16952

RFOSC

CL

SGND
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FB
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FSYNC

EN
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CBSTSUP
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NL
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EVALUATION KIT AVAILABLE

  

注：所有器件均可工作在-40°C至+125°C温度范围。
+表示无铅(Pb)/符合RoHS标准的封装。
T = 卷带包装。

器件 温度范围 引脚-封装

MAX16952AUE+ -40NC至+125NC 16 TSSOP-EP*

MAX16952AUE/V+ -40NC至+125NC 16 TSSOP-EP*

http://china.maximintegrated.com
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
(VSUP = VEN = 14V, CIN = 10μF, COUT = 94μF, CBIAS = 2.2μF, CBST = 0.1μF, RFOSC = 14.3kΩ, TA = TJ = -40°C to +125°C, unless
otherwise noted. Typical values are at TA = +25°C.) (Note 2)

Stresses beyond those listed under “Absolute Maximum Ratings” may cause permanent damage to the device. These are stress ratings only, and functional
operation of the device at these or any other conditions beyond those indicated in the operational sections of the specifications is not implied. Exposure to
absolute maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability.

Note 1: Package thermal resistances were obtained using the method described in JEDEC specification JESD51-7, using a four-layer
board. For detailed information on package thermal considerations, refer to www.maximintegrated.com/thermal-tutorial.

SUP and EN to SGND ............................................-0.3V to +42V
LX to PGND ..............................................................-1V to +42V
BST to LX .................................................................-0.3V to +6V
BIAS, FB, PGOOD, FSYNC to SGND .......................-0.3V to +6V
DH to LX ...................................................................-0.3V to +6V
DL to PGND .............................................-0.3V to (VBIAS + 0.3V)
FOSC to SGND ........................................-0.3V to (VBIAS + 0.3V)
CS and OUT to SGND............................................-0.3V to +11V

PGND to SGND .....................................................-0.3V to +0.3V
Continuous Power Dissipation (TA = +70°C)

TSSOP (derate 26.1mW/°C above +70°C).......................2088.8mW
Operating Temperature Range .........................-40°C to +125°C
Junction Temperature ......................................................+150°C
Storage Temperature Range .............................-65°C to +150°C
Lead Temperature (soldering, 10s) .................................+300°C
Soldering Temperature (reflow) .......................................+260°C

PACKAGE THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS (Note 1)
TSSOP

Junction-to-Ambient Thermal Resistance (θJA) .........38.3°C/W
Junction-to-Case Thermal Resistance (θJC) ...................3°C/W

PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX UNITS 

SUP Input Voltage Range VSUP (Note 3) 3.5  36 V 

SUP Operating Supply Current ISUP 

Fixed 5V output, fixed-frequency, PWM 
mode, VFB = VBIAS, no external FETs 
connected 

 1  mA 

Skip Mode Supply Current ISKIP No load, fixed 5V output  50 90 μA 

SUP Shutdown Supply Current  ISHDN,SUP VEN = 0V  10 20 μA 

VSUP = 3.5V, IBIAS = 45mA  3.0  
BIAS Voltage VBIAS

6V < VSUP < 36V 4.7 5.0 5.3 
V

BIAS Undervoltage Lockout VUVBIAS VBIAS rising  3.1 3.4 V 

BIAS Undervoltage Lockout 
Hysteresis 

VBIAS falling  200  mV 

BIAS Minimum Load IBIAS(MIN) VSUP - VBIAS > 200mV  45  mA 

OUTPUT VOLTAGE (OUT)       

Output Voltage Adjustable 
Range 

 1.0  10 V 

OUT Pulldown Resistance RPULL_D VEN = 0V or fault condition active  30  

Output Voltage (5V Fixed Mode) VOUT
VSUP = 6V to 36V, VFB = VBIAS,
fixed-frequency mode (Note 4) 

4.925 5.0 5.075 V 

FB Feedback Voltage 
(Adjustable Mode) 

VFB 
VSUP = 6V to 36V, 0V < (VCS - VOUT) < 80mV, 
fixed-frequency mode 

0.99 1.0 1.01 V 

FB Current IFB VFB = 1.0V  0.02  μA 

FB Line Regulation VEN = VSUP, 6V < VSUP < 36V (Note 4)  0.02  %/V 

Note 1: Package thermal resistances were obtained using the method described in JEDEC specification JESD51-7, using a four-layer 
board. For detailed information on package thermal considerations, refer to china.maximintegrated.com/thermal-tutorial.

http://china.maximintegrated.com/thermal-tutorial
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PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX UNITS 

Transconductance (from FB to 
COMP) 

gm,EA   1200  μS 

Error-Amplifier Output 
Impedance 

ROUT,EA   30  M

RFOSC = 30.1k  1000  
Operating Frequency fSW

RFOSC = 14.3k 1800 2000 2200 
kHz 

Minimum On-Time tON(MIN)   80  ns 

Maximum FSYNC Frequency fFSYNC(MAX)   2400  kHz 

Minimum FSYNC Frequency fFSYNC(MIN)
fFSYNC > 110% of internal frequency (20% 
duty cycle), fSW = 1000kHz 

 1100  kHz 

FSYNC Logic-High Threshold VFSYNC,HI  1.4   V 

FSYNC Logic-Low Threshold VFSYNC,LO    0.4 V 

FSYNC Internal Pulldown 
Resistance 

  1  M

CURRENT LIMIT      

CS Input Current ICS VCS = VOUT = 0V or VBIAS (Note 5) -1  +1 μA 

During normal operation  22  
OUT Input Current IOUT 

VFB = VBIAS  32  
μA 

CS Current-Limit Voltage 
Threshold 

VLIMIT VCS - VOUT, VBIAS = 5V, VOUT  2.5V 68 80 92 mV 

FAULT DETECTION     

Output Overvoltage Trip 
Threshold 

VFB,OV VOUT = VFB, rising edge 108 113 118 %VFB

Output Overvoltage Trip 
Hysteresis 

   2.5  % 

Rising edge  25  Output Overvoltage Fault 
Propagation Delay 

tOVP 
Falling edge  25  

μs 

Output Undervoltage Trip 
Threshold 

VFB,UV 
VOUT = VFB; with respect to slewed FB 
threshold, falling edge 

83 88 93 %VFB

Output Undervoltage Trip 
Hysteresis 

   2.5  % 

Falling edge  25  Output Undervoltage 
Propagation Delay Rising edge (excluding startup)  25  

μs 

PGOOD Output Low Voltage VPGOOD,L ISINK = 3mA   0.4 V 

PGOOD Leakage Current IPGOOD   1  μA 

Thermal Shutdown Threshold  TSHDN (Note 5)  +175  °C 

Thermal Shutdown Hysteresis  (Note 5)  15  °C 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (continued)
(VSUP = VEN = 14V, CIN = 10μF, COUT = 94μF, CBIAS = 2.2μF, CBST = 0.1μF, RFOSC = 14.3kΩ, TA = TJ = -40°C to +125°C, unless
otherwise noted. Typical values are at TA = +25°C.) (Note 2)
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PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX UNITS 

GATE DRIVE       

(VBST - VLX) forced to 5V  10 
DH Gate-Driver On-Resistance RDH

(VBST - VLX) forced to 0V  2  

DL = high state  3.5  
DL Gate-Driver On-Resistance RDL 

DL = low state  2  

DL rising  30  
DH/DL Dead Time (Note 5) tDEAD 

DH rising  30  
ns 

BST Input Current IBST 
VLX = 0V, VBST = 5V,  
VDH - VLX = VDL - VPGND = 0V 

 1  μA 

BST On-Resistance (Note 5)  5 15 

ENABLE INPUT      

EN Input Threshold Low VEN,LO    1.2 V 

EN Input Threshold High VEN,HI  2.2   V 

EN Threshold Voltage 
Hysteresis 

  0.2  V 

EN Input Current IEN   0.5  μA 

SOFT-START      

Soft-Start Ramp Time tSS   5  ms 

Note 2: Devices tested at TA = +25°C. Limits over temperature are guaranteed by design.
Note 3: For 3.5V operation, the n-channel MOSFET’s threshold voltage should be compatible to (lower than) this input voltage.
Note 4: Device not in dropout condition.
Note 5: Guaranteed by design; not production tested.

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (continued)
(VSUP = VEN = 14V, CIN = 10μF, COUT = 94μF, CBIAS = 2.2μF, CBST = 0.1μF, RFOSC = 14.3kΩ, TA = TJ = -40°C to +125°C, unless
otherwise noted. Typical values are at TA = +25°C.) (Note 2)
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STARTUP RESPONSE (SKIP MODE)
MAX16952 toc01

10V/div

0V

0V

0V
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2V/div

2A/div

5V/div

VSUP

VOUT

ILOAD
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STARTUP RESPONSE (SKIP MODE)
MAX16952 toc02

10V/div

2V/div

2A/div

5V/div
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2ms/div

2.2MHz/5V

SKIP MODE SUPPLY CURRENT vs. VSUP 
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EFFICIENCY vs. LOAD CURRENT
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FIXED-FREQUENCY MODE

EFFICIENCY vs. LOAD CURRENT
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SKIP MODE

VOUT = 5V

VOUT = 3.3V

SWITCHING FREQUENCY vs. RFOSC
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Typical Operating Characteristics
(VSUP = VEN = 14V, CIN = 47μF, COUT = 94μF, CBIAS = 2.2μF, CBST = 0.1μF, RFOSC = 13kΩ, VFB = VBIAS, RBST = 75Ω, TA = +25°C,
unless otherwise noted.) 

MAX16952
36V, 2.2MHz Step-Down Controller

with Low Operating Current

5Maxim Integrated

                                                             典型工作特性
(VSUP = VEN = 14V, CIN = 47μF, COUT = 94μF, CBIAS = 2.2μF, CBST = 0.1μF, RFOSC = 13kΩ, VFB = VBIAS, RBST = 75Ω, TA = +25°C,
unless otherwise noted.)
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                                                             典型工作特性(续)
(VSUP = VEN = 14V, CIN = 47μF, COUT = 94μF, CBIAS = 2.2μF, CBST = 0.1μF, RFOSC = 13kΩ, VFB = VBIAS, RBST = 75Ω, TA = +25°C,
unless otherwise noted.)

LOAD TRANSIENT (PWM MODE)
MAX16952 toc08

500mV/div

2A/div

0A

VOUT
(AC-COUPLED)

ILOAD

100µs/div

2.2MHz/5V

LOAD TRANSIENT (PWM MODE)
MAX16952 toc09

200mV/div

2A/div

0A

VOUT
(AC-COUPLED)

ILOAD

100µs/div

2.2MHz/3.3V

SYNCHRONIZATION WITH
EXTERNAL SIGNAL AT FSYNC

MAX16952 toc10

10V/div

2V/div

0V

0V

VLX

VFSYNC
(EXTERNAL

SIGNAL
AT FSYNC)

400ns/div

COLD CRANK TEST (PWM MODE)
MAX16952 toc11

5V/div

0V

0V

0V

0A

5V/div

5V/div

5V/div

VSUP

VOUT

ILOAD

VPGOOD

10ms/div

2.2MHz/5V

LOAD DUMP TEST (SKIP MODE)
MAX16952 toc12

20V/div

0V

0V

0V

5V/div

5V/div

VSUP

VOUT

VPGOOD

100ms/div

2.2MHz/5V

LOAD DUMP TEST (PWM MODE)
MAX16952 toc13

20V/div

0V

0V

0V

2V/div

5V/div

VSUP

VOUT

VPGOOD

100ms/div

2.2MHz/5V

Typical Operating Characteristics (continued)
(VSUP = VEN = 14V, CIN = 47μF, COUT = 94μF, CBIAS = 2.2μF, CBST = 0.1μF, RFOSC = 13kΩ, VFB = VBIAS, RBST = 75Ω, TA = +25°C,
unless otherwise noted.) 

MAX16952
36V, 2.2MHz Step-Down Controller
with Low Operating Current

6 Maxim Integrated
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                                                             典型工作特性(续)
(VSUP = VEN = 14V, CIN = 47μF, COUT = 94μF, CBIAS = 2.2μF, CBST = 0.1μF, RFOSC = 13kΩ, VFB = VBIAS, RBST = 75Ω, TA = +25°C,
unless otherwise noted.)

OUTPUT RESPONSE TO SLOW
RAMP AT SUP (PWM MODE)

MAX16952 toc14

10V/div

0V

0V

0V

0V

5V/div

5V/div

10V/div

VSUP

VOUT

VLX

VPGOOD

4s/div

2.2MHz/5V
ILOAD = 4A

OUTPUT RESPONSE TO SLOW
RAMP AT SUP (SKIP MODE)

MAX16952 toc15

0V

0V

0V

0V

10V/div

5V/div

10V/div

5V/div

VSUP

2.2MHz/5V
ILOAD = 0A

VOUT

VLX

VPGOOD

4s/div

SHORT-CIRCUIT TEST (SKIP MODE)
MAX16952 toc16

0V

0A

0V

2V/div

5A/div

5V/div

VOUT

2.2MHz/5V

ILX

VPGOOD

100µs/div

SHORT-CIRCUIT TEST (SKIP MODE)
MAX16952 toc17

0V

0A

0V

2V/div

5A/div

5V/div

VOUT

2.2MHz/3.3V

ILX

VPGOOD

100µs/div

LOAD REGULATION (PWM MODE)
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VOUT vs. TEMPERATURE
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-40 125

2.2MHz/5V

SKIP MODE/0A LOAD

PWM MODE/4A LOAD

MAX16952
36V, 2.2MHz Step-Down Controller

with Low Operating Current

7Maxim Integrated

Typical Operating Characteristics (continued)
(VSUP = VEN = 14V, CIN = 47μF, COUT = 94μF, CBIAS = 2.2μF, CBST = 0.1μF, RFOSC = 13kΩ, VFB = VBIAS, RBST = 75Ω, TA = +25°C,
unless otherwise noted.) 
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                                                             典型工作特性(续)
(VSUP = VEN = 14V, CIN = 47μF, COUT = 94μF, CBIAS = 2.2μF, CBST = 0.1μF, RFOSC = 13kΩ, VFB = VBIAS, RBST = 75Ω, TA = +25°C,
unless otherwise noted.)

LINE REGULATION (PWM MODE)
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LINE REGULATION (SKIP MODE) 
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VBIAS vs. IBIAS
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SHUTDOWN CURRENT vs. VSUP
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36V, 2.2MHz Step-Down Controller
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Typical Operating Characteristics (continued)
(VSUP = VEN = 14V, CIN = 47μF, COUT = 94μF, CBIAS = 2.2μF, CBST = 0.1μF, RFOSC = 13kΩ, VFB = VBIAS, RBST = 75Ω, TA = +25°C,
unless otherwise noted.) 
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                                                                                          引脚说明 

                                                                                           引脚配置

引脚 名称 功能

1 SUP 输入电源电压。SUP为内部线性稳压器的输入电压，利用最小1μF陶瓷电容将SUP旁路至PGND。 

2, 5, 10 EN
高电平有效使能输入。EN支持5V和3.3V逻辑电平。将EN驱动为逻辑高电平时使能输出；将EN驱动为逻
辑低电平时，将控制器置于低功耗关断模式。将EN连接至SUP时始终保持就绪状态，不要将EN浮空。 

3 FOSC
振荡器定时电阻输入。在FOSC和SGND之间连接电阻，在1MHz至2.2MHz范围内设置振荡器频率。参
见设置开关频率部分。 

4 FSYNC

同步和模式选择输入。将FSYNC连接至BIAS时，选择固定频率PWM模式，禁止跳脉冲模式；将FSYNC
连接至SGND时，选择跳脉冲模式；将FSYNC连接至外部时钟时为同步。FSYNC通过1MΩ电阻内部下拉
至地。 

5 SGND 信号地。将SGND直接连接至本地接地区域。通过单点将SGND连接至PGND。 

6 COMP 误差放大器输出。将COMP连接至补偿反馈网络。参见补偿设计部分。 

7 FB
反馈调节点。将FB连接至BIAS时为固定5V输出电压；可调节模式下，连接至输出(VOUT)和SGND之间的
电阻分压器的中间抽头以设置输出电压。FB电压稳压至1V (典型值)。 

8 CS
电流检测输入正端。将CS连接至电流检测元件的正端。图4所示为两种不同的电流检测选项：1)利用检
测电阻进行精确检测；或2)无损耗电感DCR检测。

Pin Description

PIN NAME FUNCTION

1 SUP 
Input Supply Voltage. SUP is the input voltage to the internal linear regulator. Bypass SUP to PGND with a 
1μF minimum value ceramic capacitor. 

2 EN 
Active-High Enable Input. EN is compatible with 5V and 3.3V logic levels. Drive EN logic-high to enable the 
output or drive EN logic-low to put the controller in low-power shutdown mode. Connect EN to SUP for 
always-on operation. Do not leave EN unconnected.  

3 FOSC 
Oscillator-Timing Resistor Input. Connect a resistor from FOSC to SGND to set the oscillator frequency 
from 1MHz to 2.2MHz. See the Setting the Switching Frequency section. 

4 FSYNC 
Synchronization and Mode Selection Input. Connect FSYNC to BIAS to select fixed-frequency PWM mode 
and disable skip mode. Connect FSYNC to SGND to select skip mode. Connect FSYNC to an external 
clock for synchronization. FSYNC is internally pulled down to ground with a 1M  resistor. 

5 SGND 
Signal Ground. Connect SGND directly to the local ground plane. Connect SGND to PGND at a single 
point. 

6 COMP 
Error Amplifier Output. Connect COMP to the compensation feedback network. See the Compensation 
Design section. 

7 FB 
Feedback Regulation Point. Connect FB to BIAS for a fixed 5V output voltage. In adjustable mode, 
connect to the center tap of a resistive divider from the output (VOUT) to SGND to set the output voltage. 
The FB voltage regulates to 1V (typ). 

8 CS 
Positive Current-Sense Input. Connect CS to the positive terminal of the current-sense element. Figure 4 
shows two different current-sensing options: 1) accurate sense with a sense resistor or 2) lossless 
inductor DCR sensing. 

MAX16952
36V, 2.2MHz Step-Down Controller

with Low Operating Current

9Maxim Integrated

Pin Configuration

MAX16952
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                                                                                          引脚说明(续) 

引脚 名称 功能

9 OUT
输出检测和负的电流检测输入。使用内部预设5V反馈分压器(FB = BIAS)时，控制器利用OUT检测输出电
压。将OUT连接至电流检测元件的负端。 

10 PGOOD
电源就绪开漏输出。PGOOD为逻辑高电压时，表示输出电压在调节范围之内；输出电压超出调节范围时，
PGOOD拉低。在PGOOD和数字接口电压之间连接10kΩ上拉电阻。 

11 PGND 电源地。将输入和输出滤波电容的负端连接至PGND。在外部通过单点将PGND连接至SGND。 

12 DL
低边栅极驱动器输出。DL从VBIAS至PGND摆动。如果DL和MOSFET的栅极之间需要电阻，请向工厂咨
询最佳电阻值。 

13 BIAS 内部5V线性稳压器输出。BIAS为偏置和驱动供电。在BIAS和PGND之间连接2.2μF至10μF的陶瓷电容。 

14 LX 外部电感连接。将LX连接至电感的开关侧。LX作为DH高边栅极驱动器的低电源轨。 

15 DH
高边栅极驱动输出。DH从LX至BST摆动。如果DH和MOSFET的栅极之间需要电阻，请向工厂咨询最佳
电阻值。 

16 BST 升压飞电容连接。在BST和LX之间连接陶瓷电容。详细信息请参见升压飞电容选择部分。 

— EP
裸焊盘，内部连接至地。将EP连接至电势为SGND的连续大覆铜区域以提高散热性能。请勿将其用作主
接地连接。
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                                                                                    功能框图
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Functional Diagram
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                     详细说明
MAX16952为电流模式、同步PWM降压控制器，设计用
于驱动逻辑电平MOSFET。器件支持3.5V至42V输入电压
范围，产生1V至10V可调电压或固定5V输出电压。器件可
工作在压差模式，理想用于具有瞬间电压跌落的汽车和工
业应用。

开关频率可通过外部电阻在1MHz至2.2MHz范围内调节，
并且可同步至外部时钟。高开关频率降低输出纹波，允许
使用小外部元件。器件工作在固定频率PWM模式和低静
态电流跳脉冲模式。工作在跳脉冲模式时，工作电流低至
50μA。

器件具有使能逻辑输入，可禁止器件并将关断电流降低至
10μA。保护特性包括逐周期限流、过压检测和热关断保护。
器件也集成了软启动和电源就绪监测器，有助于电源排序。

供电范围(SUP)
MAX16952的供电范围(VSUP)兼容3.5V至36V的典型汽车
电池电压范围，支持高达42V瞬态电压。

输入电压低速缓升
如果输入电压(VSUP)爬升很慢，器件将工作在压差模式，
直至VSUP高于稳压输出电压。通过监测高边FET导通8个
时钟周期，检测压差模式。检测到压差模式后，控制器在
开关时钟的上升沿发送一个强制低边脉冲，刷新BST电容。
这样可维持正确的BST电压，以在器件处于压差模式时导
通高边MOSFET。

系统使能(EN)和软启动
使能控制输入(EN)将MAX16952从其低功耗关断模式中激
活。EN支持低至3.5V的汽车电池电平输入。高压兼容性
允许EN连接至SUP、KEY/KL30或CAN收发器的抑制引脚
(INH)。

EN逻辑高电平将开启内部稳压器。当VBIAS高于内部锁定
电平VUVL = 3.1V (典型值)时，控制器以5ms固定软启动
时间进行启动。达到稳压电压时，PGOOD变为高阻。

EN逻辑低电平将关断器件。关断期间，内部线性稳压器
和栅极驱动器关闭。关断为最低功耗状态，将静态电流降
低至10μA (典型值)。

关断期间，为保护低边MOSFET，在输出电压下降至1.25V
以下之前不使能降压型调节器。内部30Ω下拉开关帮助对
输出进行放电。如果EN引脚变为低电平后又变为高电平，
开关稳压器关断，并在输出电压下降至1.25V之前保持关
断。此时，MAX16952采用软启动顺序打开。

固定5V线性稳压器(BIAS)
MAX16952内置5V线性稳压器，利用SUP上的高压输入电
源产生5V偏置电压。该偏压为外部n沟道MOSFET的栅极
驱动器供电，提供模拟控制器、基准和逻辑电路所需的电
源。该偏置电压轨需要用BIAS上2.2μF或更大的电容进行
稳压，可提供高达45mA (典型值)总电流。

线性稳压器的过流门限约为100mA。发生过流事件时，
将电流限制至100mA，BIAS电压开始下降。VBIAS下降至
2.9V (典型值)时，降压转换器关断，功率MOSFET关闭。

振荡器频率和外同步
MAX16952提供从1MHz至2.2MHz可调节的内部振荡器。
在FOSC和SGND之间连接电阻，可设置开关频率。参见
设置开关频率部分。

将外部时钟信号连接至FSYNC时，MAX16952也可同步至
外部时钟。为保证频率同步，FSYNC的输入频率必须至少
比设置的内部振荡器频率高10%。FSYNC上的时钟上升
沿作为同步输入。如果FSYNC信号丢失，内部振荡器负责
控制开关速率，恢复为FOSC上电阻设置的开关频率。这
样即使FSYNC信号发生间歇性中断时也可保证输出在稳
压范围内。最大可同步频率为2.4MHz。

将FSYNC连接至SGND时，器件工作在跳脉冲模式；将
FSYNC连接至BIAS或由外部时钟驱动时，MAX16952在
软启动期间工作在跳脉冲模式，在软启动结束后变为固定
频率PWM模式。
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检错和故障操作
有多种检错机制防止损坏MAX16952和应用电路：

•	 过流保护

•	 输出过压保护

•	 BIAS上欠压锁定

•	 输出电压电源就续检测

•	 IC过热保护

过流保护
MAX16952在FB电压大于0.7V (即稳压输出电压的70%)
时提供逐周期限流。如果输出电压由于过流事件下降至稳
压点的70%以下，16个连续限流事件将触发重启。如果
重启后仍然发生过流，MAX16952则关断，然后再次重启。
器件将持续自动重启过程，直到过流条件消除。如果重启
期间过流条件消失，器件则进入正常软启动程序。

如果输出通过长导线短路，输出电压会在达到过流门限之
前下降到地电平以下，这种条件下，MAX16952在输出下
降稳压值的20%时，则立即断开开关并进行重启。

输出过压保护
MAX16952内置输出过压保护功能。如果VOUT升高到比
稳压值高出13% (典型值)时，高边MOSFET关断，低边
MOSFET导通。低边MOSFET在VOUT恢复到稳压范围之
前保持导通。VOUT处于规定范围之内时，保持正常开关
操作。

欠压锁定(UVLO)
如果5V偏置电源(BIAS)低于3.1V (典型值)UVLO门限，BIAS 
输入欠压锁定(UVLO)电路断开开关。如果BIAS电压下降至 
UVLO门限以下，控制器断开开关并关断高边、低边栅极驱 
动器，直至BIAS电压恢复。

电源就绪检测(PGOOD)
MAX16952包括带有滞回的电源就绪比较器，以监测降
压控制器的输出电压以及检测电压就绪门限。PGOOD为
开漏输出，应利用外部电阻上拉到其驱动逻辑输入电源，
该电压不应超过6V。10kΩ上拉电阻适用于大多数应用。
PGOOD为低电平时可吸入高达3mA电流。

PGOOD在以下条件时变为有效：

•	 待机模式

•	 欠压，VOUT低于设置值的88% (典型值)

•	 过压，VOUT高于设置值的113% (典型值)

如果使用反馈分压器，在FB测量电源就绪电平。如果
MAX16952工作在5V模式，FB连接至BIAS，则利用OUT
作为电压调节和电源就绪检测的反馈通路。

过热保护
热过载保护限制MAX16952内的总功耗。结温超过+175°C  
(典型值)时，内部温度传感器关断降压控制器，允许IC冷却。
结温冷却15°C以及输出电压下降至1.25V (典型值)以下后，
温度传感器再次打开IC。

连续过热条件会导致器件重复开/关操作。

固定频率、电流模式PWM控制器
MAX16952的降压控制器采用PWM、电流模式控制机制。
内部跨导放大器产生积分误差电压。PWM控制器的核心
是一个开关比较器，该比较器将积分电压反馈信号与放大
的电流检测信号加斜率补偿进行比较；在主PWM比较器
中加斜率补偿的目的是保证内环路稳定性以及消除电感阶
梯效应。在每个内部时钟下降沿，高边MOSFET导通，直
至PWM比较器触发、达到最大占空比或达到峰值电流限
值。在此导通期间，电流通过电感缓升，在其磁场中储存
能量并源出电流至输出。电流模式反馈系统调节峰值电感
电流，电流是输出电压误差信号的函数。该电路作为开关
模式跨导放大器，消除输出LC滤波器双极点的影响。

在开关周期的后半部分，高边MOSFET关断，低边MOSFET
导通。电流缓降时，电感释放储存的能量，为输出提供电
流。输出电容在电感电流超过所需的负载电流时储存电荷，
电感电流较低时放电，稳定负载上的电压。轻过载条件下，
当峰值电感电流超过所选电流限值时，高边MOSFET立即
关断；低边MOSFET导通，使电感电流缓降，直至下一个
时钟周期。
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强制固定频率PWM模式
低噪声强制固定频率PWM模式(FSYNC连接至BIAS或外
部时钟)，禁止控制低边开关导通时间的过零比较器。这
样强制低边栅极驱动器波形总是与高边栅极驱动器的波形
反相。轻载时，电感电流反向，DH的占空比维持为VOUT/
VSUP。

强制固定频率PWM模式的好处是保证开关频率恒定。然
而，强制固定频率PWM工作具有缺点：空载5V供电电流
会高达45mA，取决于外部MOSFET和开关频率。强制固
定频率PWM模式最有利于避免音频噪声以及提高负载瞬
态响应。

轻载低静态电流工作模式(跳脉冲) 
MAX16952具有一个轻载工作模式控制输入(FSYNC = 
SGND)，用于使能或禁止过零比较器。使能过零比较器时，
稳压器在电流检测输入检测到电感电流为零时强制DL为
低电平。这样防止电感对输出电容放电，并强制稳压器在
轻载条件下产生跳脉冲，避免输出过充。

跳脉冲模式下工作电流最低。MAX16952工作在无外部负
载电流的跳脉冲模式时，总耗流可低至50μA。跳脉冲模
式的缺点是工作频率不固定。

跳脉冲模式电流检测门限
使能跳脉冲模式时，当输出电压超过反馈门限时以及电流
检测电压超过空闲模式电流检测门限(VCS,IDLE)时，降压控
制器的导通周期结束。请参见图1。轻载条件下，导通周
期的持续时间只与跳脉冲模式电流检测门限有关，检测门
限为25mV (典型值)。这强制控制器在每周期源出最小的
功率。为避免输出过充，在输出电压下降至反馈门限时，
才开始另一个导通周期。由于过零比较器防止开关稳压器
吸入电流，所以控制器必须跳脉冲。因此，在轻载条件下，
控制器调节输出纹波的谷值。

跳脉冲模式自动切换
跳脉冲模式下，轻载时会自动切换至脉冲频率调制(PFM)
模式。这种切换受控于比较器，该比较器在电感电流过零
时终止低边开关导通时间。过零比较器检测CS至OUT的
电感电流，一旦(VCS - VOUT)下降至6mV过零电流检测门
限以下，比较器强制拉低DL。这种机制使跳脉冲PFM和
非跳脉冲PWM工作模式之间的门限与连续和非连续电感
电流工作模式之间的分界点(也称为临界传导点)相一致。
PFM/PWM转折点的负载电流ILOAD(SKIP)计算如下：
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exceeds the required load current and discharges
when the inductor current is lower, smoothing the volt-
age across the load. Under soft-overload conditions,
when the peak inductor current exceeds the selected
current limit, the high-side MOSFET is turned off imme-
diately. The low-side MOSFET is turned on and
remains on to let the inductor current ramp down until
the next clock cycle.

Forced Fixed-Frequency PWM Mode
The low-noise forced fixed-frequency PWM mode
(FSYNC connected to BIAS or an external clock) dis-
ables the zero-crossing comparator, which controls the
low-side switch on-time. This forces the low-side gate-
driver waveform to constantly be the complement of the
high-side gate-drive waveform. The inductor current
reverses at light loads while DH maintains a duty factor
of VOUT/VSUP.

The benefit of forced fixed-frequency PWM mode is to
keep the switching frequency fairly constant. However,
forced fixed-frequency PWM operation comes at a cost:
the no-load 5V supply current can be up to 45mA,
depending on the external MOSFETs and switching fre-
quency. Forced fixed-frequency PWM mode is most
useful for avoiding audio frequency noises and improv-
ing load-transient response.

Light-Load Low-Quiescent Operating
(Skip) Mode

The MAX16952 includes a light-load operating mode
control input (FSYNC = SGND) used to enable or dis-
able the zero-crossing comparator. When the zero-
crossing comparator is enabled, the regulator forces
DL low when the current-sense inputs detect zero
inductor current. This keeps the inductor from discharg-
ing the output capacitor and forces the regulator to skip
pulses under light-load conditions to avoid overcharg-
ing the output.

The lowest operating currents can be achieved in skip
mode. When the MAX16952 operates in skip mode with
no external load current, the overall current consump-
tion can be as low as 50μA. A disadvantage of skip
mode is that the operating frequency is not fixed.

Skip-Mode Current-Sense Threshold
When skip mode is enabled, the on-time of the step-
down controller terminates when the output voltage
exceeds the feedback threshold and when the current-
sense voltage exceeds the idle-mode current-sense
threshold (VCS,IDLE). See Figure 1. Under light-load
conditions, the on-time duration depends solely on the
skip-mode current-sense threshold, which is 25mV (typ).
This forces the controller to source a minimum amount
of power with each cycle. To avoid overcharging the

output, another on-time cannot begin until the output
voltage drops below the feedback threshold. Because
the zero-crossing comparator prevents the switching
regulator from sinking current, the controller must skip
pulses. Therefore, the controller regulates the valley of
the output ripple under light-load conditions.

Automatic Pulse-Skipping Crossover
In skip mode, an inherent automatic switchover to pulse
frequency modulation (PFM) takes place at light loads.
This switchover is affected by a comparator that trun-
cates the low-side switch on-time at the inductor cur-
rent’s zero crossing. The zero-crossing comparator
senses the inductor current across CS to OUT. Once
(VCS - VOUT) drops below the 6mV zero-crossing, cur-
rent-sense threshold, the comparator forces DL low.
This mechanism causes the threshold between pulse-
skipping PFM and nonskipping PWM operation to coin-
cide with the boundary between continuous and
discontinuous inductor-current operation (also known
as the critical conduction point). The load-current level
at which PFM/PWM crossover occurs, ILOAD(SKIP), is
given by:

The switching waveforms can appear noisy and asyn-
chronous when light-loading causes pulse-skipping
operation. This is a normal operating condition that
results in high light-load efficiency. Trade-offs in PFM
noise vs. light-load efficiency is made by varying the
inductor value. Generally, low inductor values pro-
duce a broader efficiency versus load current, while
higher values result in higher full-load efficiency
(assuming that the coil resistance remains constant)
and less output-voltage ripple. Drawbacks of using
higher inductor values include larger physical size
and degraded load-transient response (especially at
low input-voltage levels).

MOSFET Gate Drivers (DH and DL)
The DH and DL drivers are optimized for driving logic-
level n-channel power MOSFETs. The DH high-side n-
channel MOSFET driver is powered by charge pumping
at BST, while the DL synchronous rectifier drivers are
powered directly by the 5V linear regulator (BIAS).

An adaptive dead-time circuit monitors the DH and DL
outputs and prevents the opposite-side MOSFET from
turning on until the other MOSFET is fully off. Thus, the
circuit allows the high-side driver to turn on only when
the DL gate driver has been turned off. Similarly, it pre-
vents the low-side (DL) from turning on until the DH
gate driver has been turned off.

I A
V V V

V f MHzLOAD SKIP
SUP OUT OUT

SUP SW
( ) [ ] =

−( )
× ×2 [[ ] × [ ]L μH

轻载导致跳脉冲工作模式时，开关波形中可能出现噪声和
异步，但这是获得高轻载效率的正常工作条件。通过改变
电感值，可在PFM噪声和轻载效率之间取得平衡。通常来
讲，电感值较低时，效率-负载曲线上高效率的平坦区域
更为宽阔；而较高的电感值会得到更高的满载效率(假定
线圈电阻保持不变)和更小的输出电压纹波。使用较高电
感值会增大物理尺寸，降低负载瞬态响应(在低输入电压
时更为显著)。

MOSFET栅极驱动器(DH和DL)
DH和DL驱动器针对驱动逻辑电平n沟道功率MOSFET进
行了优化。DH高边n沟道MOSFET驱动器由BST上的电荷
泵供电，DL同步整流器驱动器由5V线性稳压器(BIAS)直
接供电。自适应死区时间电路监测DH和DL输出，防止另
一侧的MOSFET在另一个MOSFET完全关断前导通。所
以，该电路允许高边驱动器只在DL栅极驱动器关闭时导
通，同样防止低边(DL)在DH栅极驱动器关闭之前导通。
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自适应驱动器死区时间允许利用各种MOSFET进行无贯通
工作，延迟最小并保证效率。DL和DH驱动器至MOSFET
栅极必须具有低电阻、低电感通路，使自适应死区电路
正常工作。否则，由于栅极放电通路中的杂散阻抗，当
MOSFET的VGS仍然为高电平时，检测电路会将MOSFET
栅极电压理解为关闭。为将杂散阻抗降至最低，使用非常
短而宽的走线(如果MOSFET距离控制器1 in，使用50 mil
至100 mil宽)。

同步整流通过利用低电阻MOSFET开关代替常规的低边
肖特基环流二极管，减小传导损耗。驱动DL为低电平的
内部下拉晶体管很可靠，导通电阻为2Ω (典型值)，可防
止在LX节点的快速上升沿时由于低边同步整流MOSFET
的漏极-栅极容性耦合导致DL被上拉。应用中，如果输
入电压较高，驱动器具有较长感性走线，可能需要额外
的栅极-源极电容，以确保LX的快速上升沿不会上拉低边
MOSFET的栅极而导致贯通电流。由MOSFET的栅极-漏
极电容(CGD = CRSS)、栅极-源极电容(CGS = CISS - CGD)
以及电路板附加寄生电容引起的LX和DL之间的容性耦合
不能超过以下的最小门限：
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The adaptive driver dead-time allows operation without
shoot-through with a wide range of MOSFETs, minimiz-
ing delays and maintaining efficiency. There must be a
low-resistance, low-inductance path from the DL and
DH drivers to the MOSFET gates for the adaptive dead-
time circuits to work properly. Otherwise, because of
the stray impedance in the gate discharge path, the
sense circuitry could interpret the MOSFET gates as off
while the VGS of the MOSFET is still high. To minimize
stray impedance, use very short, wide traces (50 mils to
100 mils wide if the MOSFET is 1in from the controller).

Synchronous rectification reduces conduction losses in
the rectifier by replacing the normal low-side Schottky
catch diode with a low-resistance MOSFET switch. The
internal pulldown transistor that drives DL low is robust,
with a 2Ω (typ) on-resistance. This low on-resistance
helps prevent DL from being pulled up during the fast
rise time of the LX node, due to capacitive coupling
from the drain to the gate of the low-side synchronous
rectifier MOSFET. Applications with high-input voltages
and long-inductive driver traces can require additional
gate-to-source capacitance. This ensures that fast-ris-
ing LX edges do not pull up the low-side MOSFET’s
gate, causing shoot-through currents. The capacitive
coupling between LX and DL created by the MOSFET’s
gate-to-drain capacitance (CGD = CRSS), gate-to-
source capacitance (CGS = CISS - CGD), and additional
board parasitic should not exceed the following mini-
mum threshold:

High-Side Gate-Drive Supply (BST)
The high-side MOSFET is turned on by closing an inter-
nal switch between BST and DH. This provides the
necessary gate-to-source voltage to turn on the high-
side MOSFET, an action that boosts the gate-drive signal
above VSUP. The boost capacitor connected between
BST and LX holds up the voltage across the flying gate
driver during the high-side MOSFET on-time.

The charge lost by the boost capacitor for delivering
the gate charge is refreshed when the high-side
MOSFET is turned off and the LX node swings down
to ground. When the LX node is low, an internal high-
voltage switch connected between BIAS and BST
recharges the boost capacitor to the BIAS voltage.
See the Boost-Flying Capacitor Selection section to
choose the right size of the boost capacitor.

Dropout Behavior During Undervoltage Transients
The controller generates a low-side pulse every eight
clock cycles to refresh the BST capacitor during low-
dropout operation. This guarantees that the MAX16952
operates in dropout mode during undervoltage tran-
sients like cold crank. See the Boost-Flying Capacitor
Selection section for more details.

Current Limiting and Current-Sense Inputs
(CS and OUT)

The current-limit circuit uses differential current-sense
inputs (CS and OUT) to limit the peak inductor current.
If the magnitude of the current-sense signal exceeds
the current-limit threshold, the PWM controller turns off
the high-side MOSFET. The actual maximum load cur-
rent is less than the peak current-limit threshold by an
amount equal to half the inductor ripple current.
Therefore, the maximum load capability is a function of
the current-sense resistance, inductor value, switching
frequency, and duty cycle (VOUT/VSUP). See the
Current Sensing section.

Design Procedure
Effective Input Voltage Range

Although the MAX16952 controller can operate from
input supplies up to 42V and regulate down to 1V, the
minimum voltage conversion ratio (VOUT/VSUP) might
be limited by the minimum controllable on-time. For
proper fixed-frequency PWM operation, the voltage
conversion ratio should obey the following condition:

where tON(MIN) is 80ns and fSW is the switching fre-
quency in Hz. If the desired voltage conversion does
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Figure 1. Pulse-Skipping/Discontinuous Crossover Point
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高边栅极驱动电源(BST)
通过闭合BST和DH之间的内部开关，导通高边MOSFET，
这提供了导通高边MOSFET所必需的栅极-源极电压，将
栅极驱动信号提高至VSUP以上。高边MOSFET导通周期
内，BST和LX之间连接的升压电容保持栅极驱动器上的电
压。

高边MOSFET关断以及LX节点下降至地时，升压电容被
充电以补充驱动栅极而释放的电荷。LX节点为低电平时，
BIAS和BST之间连接的内部高压开关将升压电容重新充电
至BIAS电压。关于选择正确大小升压电容的信息，请参
见升压飞电容选择部分。

发生瞬间欠压时的工作状态
在低压工作期间，控制器每八个时钟周期产生一个低边脉
冲，以刷新BST电容。这保证MAX16952在冷启动等瞬间
欠压时能够工作在低压差模式，更多详细信息请参见升压
飞电容选择部分。

限流和电流检测输入(CS和OUT)
限流电路利用差分电流检测输入(CS和OUT)限制峰值电感
电流。如果电流检测信号的幅值超过限流门限，PWM控
制器则关断高边MOSFET。实际最大负载电流比峰值限流
门限小电感纹波电流的一半。因此，最大负载电流是电流
检测电阻、电感值、开关频率和占空比(VOUT/VSUP)的函数。
请参见电流检测部分。

            设计步骤

有效输入电压范围
尽管MAX16952控制器可工作在从输入电源至高达42V的
范围内以及稳压低至1V，最小电压转换比(VOUT/VSUP)可
能受限于最小可控导通周期。为了正确工作在固定频率
PWM模式，电压转换比应遵循以下条件：
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The adaptive driver dead-time allows operation without
shoot-through with a wide range of MOSFETs, minimiz-
ing delays and maintaining efficiency. There must be a
low-resistance, low-inductance path from the DL and
DH drivers to the MOSFET gates for the adaptive dead-
time circuits to work properly. Otherwise, because of
the stray impedance in the gate discharge path, the
sense circuitry could interpret the MOSFET gates as off
while the VGS of the MOSFET is still high. To minimize
stray impedance, use very short, wide traces (50 mils to
100 mils wide if the MOSFET is 1in from the controller).

Synchronous rectification reduces conduction losses in
the rectifier by replacing the normal low-side Schottky
catch diode with a low-resistance MOSFET switch. The
internal pulldown transistor that drives DL low is robust,
with a 2Ω (typ) on-resistance. This low on-resistance
helps prevent DL from being pulled up during the fast
rise time of the LX node, due to capacitive coupling
from the drain to the gate of the low-side synchronous
rectifier MOSFET. Applications with high-input voltages
and long-inductive driver traces can require additional
gate-to-source capacitance. This ensures that fast-ris-
ing LX edges do not pull up the low-side MOSFET’s
gate, causing shoot-through currents. The capacitive
coupling between LX and DL created by the MOSFET’s
gate-to-drain capacitance (CGD = CRSS), gate-to-
source capacitance (CGS = CISS - CGD), and additional
board parasitic should not exceed the following mini-
mum threshold:

High-Side Gate-Drive Supply (BST)
The high-side MOSFET is turned on by closing an inter-
nal switch between BST and DH. This provides the
necessary gate-to-source voltage to turn on the high-
side MOSFET, an action that boosts the gate-drive signal
above VSUP. The boost capacitor connected between
BST and LX holds up the voltage across the flying gate
driver during the high-side MOSFET on-time.

The charge lost by the boost capacitor for delivering
the gate charge is refreshed when the high-side
MOSFET is turned off and the LX node swings down
to ground. When the LX node is low, an internal high-
voltage switch connected between BIAS and BST
recharges the boost capacitor to the BIAS voltage.
See the Boost-Flying Capacitor Selection section to
choose the right size of the boost capacitor.

Dropout Behavior During Undervoltage Transients
The controller generates a low-side pulse every eight
clock cycles to refresh the BST capacitor during low-
dropout operation. This guarantees that the MAX16952
operates in dropout mode during undervoltage tran-
sients like cold crank. See the Boost-Flying Capacitor
Selection section for more details.

Current Limiting and Current-Sense Inputs
(CS and OUT)

The current-limit circuit uses differential current-sense
inputs (CS and OUT) to limit the peak inductor current.
If the magnitude of the current-sense signal exceeds
the current-limit threshold, the PWM controller turns off
the high-side MOSFET. The actual maximum load cur-
rent is less than the peak current-limit threshold by an
amount equal to half the inductor ripple current.
Therefore, the maximum load capability is a function of
the current-sense resistance, inductor value, switching
frequency, and duty cycle (VOUT/VSUP). See the
Current Sensing section.

Design Procedure
Effective Input Voltage Range

Although the MAX16952 controller can operate from
input supplies up to 42V and regulate down to 1V, the
minimum voltage conversion ratio (VOUT/VSUP) might
be limited by the minimum controllable on-time. For
proper fixed-frequency PWM operation, the voltage
conversion ratio should obey the following condition:

where tON(MIN) is 80ns and fSW is the switching fre-
quency in Hz. If the desired voltage conversion does
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式中，tON(MIN)为80ns；fSW为开关频率，单位为Hz。如
果希望的电压转换率不满足以上条件，会发生跳脉冲，以
降低有效占空比。为避免这种情况，降低开关频率或减小
输入电压(VSUP)。

图1. 跳脉冲/非连续转折点
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The adaptive driver dead-time allows operation without
shoot-through with a wide range of MOSFETs, minimiz-
ing delays and maintaining efficiency. There must be a
low-resistance, low-inductance path from the DL and
DH drivers to the MOSFET gates for the adaptive dead-
time circuits to work properly. Otherwise, because of
the stray impedance in the gate discharge path, the
sense circuitry could interpret the MOSFET gates as off
while the VGS of the MOSFET is still high. To minimize
stray impedance, use very short, wide traces (50 mils to
100 mils wide if the MOSFET is 1in from the controller).

Synchronous rectification reduces conduction losses in
the rectifier by replacing the normal low-side Schottky
catch diode with a low-resistance MOSFET switch. The
internal pulldown transistor that drives DL low is robust,
with a 2Ω (typ) on-resistance. This low on-resistance
helps prevent DL from being pulled up during the fast
rise time of the LX node, due to capacitive coupling
from the drain to the gate of the low-side synchronous
rectifier MOSFET. Applications with high-input voltages
and long-inductive driver traces can require additional
gate-to-source capacitance. This ensures that fast-ris-
ing LX edges do not pull up the low-side MOSFET’s
gate, causing shoot-through currents. The capacitive
coupling between LX and DL created by the MOSFET’s
gate-to-drain capacitance (CGD = CRSS), gate-to-
source capacitance (CGS = CISS - CGD), and additional
board parasitic should not exceed the following mini-
mum threshold:

High-Side Gate-Drive Supply (BST)
The high-side MOSFET is turned on by closing an inter-
nal switch between BST and DH. This provides the
necessary gate-to-source voltage to turn on the high-
side MOSFET, an action that boosts the gate-drive signal
above VSUP. The boost capacitor connected between
BST and LX holds up the voltage across the flying gate
driver during the high-side MOSFET on-time.

The charge lost by the boost capacitor for delivering
the gate charge is refreshed when the high-side
MOSFET is turned off and the LX node swings down
to ground. When the LX node is low, an internal high-
voltage switch connected between BIAS and BST
recharges the boost capacitor to the BIAS voltage.
See the Boost-Flying Capacitor Selection section to
choose the right size of the boost capacitor.

Dropout Behavior During Undervoltage Transients
The controller generates a low-side pulse every eight
clock cycles to refresh the BST capacitor during low-
dropout operation. This guarantees that the MAX16952
operates in dropout mode during undervoltage tran-
sients like cold crank. See the Boost-Flying Capacitor
Selection section for more details.

Current Limiting and Current-Sense Inputs
(CS and OUT)

The current-limit circuit uses differential current-sense
inputs (CS and OUT) to limit the peak inductor current.
If the magnitude of the current-sense signal exceeds
the current-limit threshold, the PWM controller turns off
the high-side MOSFET. The actual maximum load cur-
rent is less than the peak current-limit threshold by an
amount equal to half the inductor ripple current.
Therefore, the maximum load capability is a function of
the current-sense resistance, inductor value, switching
frequency, and duty cycle (VOUT/VSUP). See the
Current Sensing section.

Design Procedure
Effective Input Voltage Range

Although the MAX16952 controller can operate from
input supplies up to 42V and regulate down to 1V, the
minimum voltage conversion ratio (VOUT/VSUP) might
be limited by the minimum controllable on-time. For
proper fixed-frequency PWM operation, the voltage
conversion ratio should obey the following condition:

where tON(MIN) is 80ns and fSW is the switching fre-
quency in Hz. If the desired voltage conversion does
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设置输出电压
将FB连接至BIAS时，使能固定降压控制器输出电压(5V)，
电压由输出(OUT)和SGND之间连接的预设内部电阻分压
器设置。

为达到1V至10V之间的其它电压，在OUT至FB、SGND之
间连接电阻分压器(图2)。选择RFB2 (FB至SGND之间的电
阻)小于或等于100kΩ。利用下式计算RFB1 (OUT至FB之间
的电阻)：

MAX16952
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not meet the above condition, then pulse skipping
occurs to decrease the effective duty cycle. To avoid
this, decrease the switching frequency or lower the
input voltage (VSUP).

Setting the Output Voltage
Connect FB to BIAS to enable the fixed step-down con-
troller output voltage (5V), set by a preset, internal
resistive voltage-divider connected between the output
(OUT) and SGND.

To achieve other output voltages between 1V to 10V,
connect a resistive divider from OUT to FB to SGND
(Figure 2). Select RFB2 (FB to SGND resistor) less than
or equal to 100kΩ. Calculate RFB1 (OUT to FB resistor)
with the following equation:

where VFB = 1V (typ) (see the Electrical Characteristics
table) and VOUT can range from 1V to 10V.

Setting the Switching Frequency
The switching frequency, fSW, is set by a resistor
(RFOSC) connected from FOSC to SGND. See Figure 3
to select the correct RFOSC value for the desired
switching frequency.

For example, a 2MHz switching frequency is set with
RFOSC = 14.3kΩ. Higher frequencies allow designs with
lower inductor values and less output capacitance.
Consequently, peak currents and I2R losses are lower
at higher switching frequencies, but core losses, gate-
charge currents, and switching losses increase.

Inductor Selection
Three key inductor parameters must be specified for
operation with the MAX16952: inductance value (L),
inductor saturation current (ISAT), and DC resistance
(RDCR). To select inductance value, the ratio of inductor
peak-to-peak AC current to DC average current (LIR)
must be selected first. A good compromise between
size and loss is a 30% peak-to-peak ripple current to
average-current ratio (LIR = 0.3). The switching fre-
quency, input voltage, output voltage, and selected LIR
then determine the inductor value as follows:

where VSUP(MIN) is the minimum supply voltage, VOUT is
the typical output voltage, and IOUT(MAX) is the maximum

load current. The switching frequency is set by RFOSC
(see the Setting the Switching Frequency section).

The MAX16952 uses internal frequency independent
slope compensation to ensure stable operation at duty
cycles above 50%. Use the equation below to select
the inductor value:
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Figure 2. Adjustable Output Voltage
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式中，VFB = 1V (典型值)(见Electrical Characteristics表)，
VOUT可为1V至10V。

选择开关频率
开 关 频 率fSW由FOSC与SGND之 间 的 电 阻(RFOSC)设 置。
参见图3根据预期开关频率选择正确的RFOSC值。

例如，RFOSC = 14.3kΩ时，设置的开关频率为2MHz。较
高的频率允许设计时使用较小的电感值和较小的输出电
容。所以，开关频率较高时，峰值电流和I2R损耗较低，
但磁芯损耗、栅极充电电流和开关损耗增大。

电感选择
为配合MAX16952正常工作，必须限定电感的三个关键
参数：电感值(L)、电感饱和电流(ISAT)和直流电阻(RDCR)。
为选择电感值，必须首先选择电感的峰-峰交流电流与直
流平均电流(LIR)之比。尺寸和损耗之间的良好平衡使峰-
峰纹波电流与平均电流比为30% (LIR = 0.3)。开关频率、
输入电压、输出电压及所选的LIR决定电感值，关系如下：
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not meet the above condition, then pulse skipping
occurs to decrease the effective duty cycle. To avoid
this, decrease the switching frequency or lower the
input voltage (VSUP).

Setting the Output Voltage
Connect FB to BIAS to enable the fixed step-down con-
troller output voltage (5V), set by a preset, internal
resistive voltage-divider connected between the output
(OUT) and SGND.

To achieve other output voltages between 1V to 10V,
connect a resistive divider from OUT to FB to SGND
(Figure 2). Select RFB2 (FB to SGND resistor) less than
or equal to 100kΩ. Calculate RFB1 (OUT to FB resistor)
with the following equation:

where VFB = 1V (typ) (see the Electrical Characteristics
table) and VOUT can range from 1V to 10V.

Setting the Switching Frequency
The switching frequency, fSW, is set by a resistor
(RFOSC) connected from FOSC to SGND. See Figure 3
to select the correct RFOSC value for the desired
switching frequency.

For example, a 2MHz switching frequency is set with
RFOSC = 14.3kΩ. Higher frequencies allow designs with
lower inductor values and less output capacitance.
Consequently, peak currents and I2R losses are lower
at higher switching frequencies, but core losses, gate-
charge currents, and switching losses increase.

Inductor Selection
Three key inductor parameters must be specified for
operation with the MAX16952: inductance value (L),
inductor saturation current (ISAT), and DC resistance
(RDCR). To select inductance value, the ratio of inductor
peak-to-peak AC current to DC average current (LIR)
must be selected first. A good compromise between
size and loss is a 30% peak-to-peak ripple current to
average-current ratio (LIR = 0.3). The switching fre-
quency, input voltage, output voltage, and selected LIR
then determine the inductor value as follows:

where VSUP(MIN) is the minimum supply voltage, VOUT is
the typical output voltage, and IOUT(MAX) is the maximum

load current. The switching frequency is set by RFOSC
(see the Setting the Switching Frequency section).

The MAX16952 uses internal frequency independent
slope compensation to ensure stable operation at duty
cycles above 50%. Use the equation below to select
the inductor value:
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式中，VSUP(MIN)为最小供电电压，VOUT为典型输出电压，
IOUT(MAX)为最大负载电流。开关频率由RFOSC设置(见设置
开关频率部分)。MAX16952使用与内部频率无关的斜率
补偿，以确保占空比高于50%时稳定工作。利用下式选择
电感值：
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not meet the above condition, then pulse skipping
occurs to decrease the effective duty cycle. To avoid
this, decrease the switching frequency or lower the
input voltage (VSUP).

Setting the Output Voltage
Connect FB to BIAS to enable the fixed step-down con-
troller output voltage (5V), set by a preset, internal
resistive voltage-divider connected between the output
(OUT) and SGND.

To achieve other output voltages between 1V to 10V,
connect a resistive divider from OUT to FB to SGND
(Figure 2). Select RFB2 (FB to SGND resistor) less than
or equal to 100kΩ. Calculate RFB1 (OUT to FB resistor)
with the following equation:

where VFB = 1V (typ) (see the Electrical Characteristics
table) and VOUT can range from 1V to 10V.

Setting the Switching Frequency
The switching frequency, fSW, is set by a resistor
(RFOSC) connected from FOSC to SGND. See Figure 3
to select the correct RFOSC value for the desired
switching frequency.

For example, a 2MHz switching frequency is set with
RFOSC = 14.3kΩ. Higher frequencies allow designs with
lower inductor values and less output capacitance.
Consequently, peak currents and I2R losses are lower
at higher switching frequencies, but core losses, gate-
charge currents, and switching losses increase.

Inductor Selection
Three key inductor parameters must be specified for
operation with the MAX16952: inductance value (L),
inductor saturation current (ISAT), and DC resistance
(RDCR). To select inductance value, the ratio of inductor
peak-to-peak AC current to DC average current (LIR)
must be selected first. A good compromise between
size and loss is a 30% peak-to-peak ripple current to
average-current ratio (LIR = 0.3). The switching fre-
quency, input voltage, output voltage, and selected LIR
then determine the inductor value as follows:

where VSUP(MIN) is the minimum supply voltage, VOUT is
the typical output voltage, and IOUT(MAX) is the maximum

load current. The switching frequency is set by RFOSC
(see the Setting the Switching Frequency section).

The MAX16952 uses internal frequency independent
slope compensation to ensure stable operation at duty
cycles above 50%. Use the equation below to select
the inductor value:
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图2. 可调输出电压

图3. 开关频率与RFOSC的关系
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not meet the above condition, then pulse skipping
occurs to decrease the effective duty cycle. To avoid
this, decrease the switching frequency or lower the
input voltage (VSUP).

Setting the Output Voltage
Connect FB to BIAS to enable the fixed step-down con-
troller output voltage (5V), set by a preset, internal
resistive voltage-divider connected between the output
(OUT) and SGND.

To achieve other output voltages between 1V to 10V,
connect a resistive divider from OUT to FB to SGND
(Figure 2). Select RFB2 (FB to SGND resistor) less than
or equal to 100kΩ. Calculate RFB1 (OUT to FB resistor)
with the following equation:

where VFB = 1V (typ) (see the Electrical Characteristics
table) and VOUT can range from 1V to 10V.

Setting the Switching Frequency
The switching frequency, fSW, is set by a resistor
(RFOSC) connected from FOSC to SGND. See Figure 3
to select the correct RFOSC value for the desired
switching frequency.

For example, a 2MHz switching frequency is set with
RFOSC = 14.3kΩ. Higher frequencies allow designs with
lower inductor values and less output capacitance.
Consequently, peak currents and I2R losses are lower
at higher switching frequencies, but core losses, gate-
charge currents, and switching losses increase.

Inductor Selection
Three key inductor parameters must be specified for
operation with the MAX16952: inductance value (L),
inductor saturation current (ISAT), and DC resistance
(RDCR). To select inductance value, the ratio of inductor
peak-to-peak AC current to DC average current (LIR)
must be selected first. A good compromise between
size and loss is a 30% peak-to-peak ripple current to
average-current ratio (LIR = 0.3). The switching fre-
quency, input voltage, output voltage, and selected LIR
then determine the inductor value as follows:

where VSUP(MIN) is the minimum supply voltage, VOUT is
the typical output voltage, and IOUT(MAX) is the maximum

load current. The switching frequency is set by RFOSC
(see the Setting the Switching Frequency section).

The MAX16952 uses internal frequency independent
slope compensation to ensure stable operation at duty
cycles above 50%. Use the equation below to select
the inductor value:
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not meet the above condition, then pulse skipping
occurs to decrease the effective duty cycle. To avoid
this, decrease the switching frequency or lower the
input voltage (VSUP).

Setting the Output Voltage
Connect FB to BIAS to enable the fixed step-down con-
troller output voltage (5V), set by a preset, internal
resistive voltage-divider connected between the output
(OUT) and SGND.

To achieve other output voltages between 1V to 10V,
connect a resistive divider from OUT to FB to SGND
(Figure 2). Select RFB2 (FB to SGND resistor) less than
or equal to 100kΩ. Calculate RFB1 (OUT to FB resistor)
with the following equation:

where VFB = 1V (typ) (see the Electrical Characteristics
table) and VOUT can range from 1V to 10V.

Setting the Switching Frequency
The switching frequency, fSW, is set by a resistor
(RFOSC) connected from FOSC to SGND. See Figure 3
to select the correct RFOSC value for the desired
switching frequency.

For example, a 2MHz switching frequency is set with
RFOSC = 14.3kΩ. Higher frequencies allow designs with
lower inductor values and less output capacitance.
Consequently, peak currents and I2R losses are lower
at higher switching frequencies, but core losses, gate-
charge currents, and switching losses increase.

Inductor Selection
Three key inductor parameters must be specified for
operation with the MAX16952: inductance value (L),
inductor saturation current (ISAT), and DC resistance
(RDCR). To select inductance value, the ratio of inductor
peak-to-peak AC current to DC average current (LIR)
must be selected first. A good compromise between
size and loss is a 30% peak-to-peak ripple current to
average-current ratio (LIR = 0.3). The switching fre-
quency, input voltage, output voltage, and selected LIR
then determine the inductor value as follows:

where VSUP(MIN) is the minimum supply voltage, VOUT is
the typical output voltage, and IOUT(MAX) is the maximum

load current. The switching frequency is set by RFOSC
(see the Setting the Switching Frequency section).

The MAX16952 uses internal frequency independent
slope compensation to ensure stable operation at duty
cycles above 50%. Use the equation below to select
the inductor value:
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36V、2.2MHz降压控制器，
低工作电流

MAX16952

然而，如果需要，可选择较高的电感值。

准确的电感值不是特别关键，可根据大小、成本、效率及
瞬态响应要求进行调整。表1所示为大电感和小电感之间
的比较。

表1. 电感比较
INDUCTOR SIZE

SMALLER LARGER

Lower price Smaller ripple

Smaller form factor Higher efficiency

Faster load response
Larger fixed-frequency 

range in skip mode

实用的最小电感值应使电路工作在临界导通状态(最大负
载时，电感电流在每个周期恰好归零)的电感值。电感值
低于该最小值将无益于进一步减小尺寸。最佳工作点通常
位于25%至45%纹波电流之间。跳脉冲模式下(FSYNC为
低电平，轻载)，电感值也决定PFM/PWM切换时的负载
电流值。

选定电感值时，电感纹波电流的实际峰-峰值(ΔIINDUCTOR)
由下式决定：
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However, if it is necessary, higher inductor values can
be selected.

The exact inductor value is not critical and can be
adjusted to make trade-offs among size, cost, efficien-
cy, and transient response requirements. Table 1
shows a comparison between small and large inductor
sizes.

The minimum practical inductor value is one that
causes the circuit to operate at the edge of critical
conduction (where the inductor current just touches
zero with every cycle at maximum load). Inductor val-
ues lower than this grant no further size-reduction
benefit. The optimum operating point is usually found
between 25% and 45% ripple current. When pulse
skipping (FSYNC low and light loads), the inductor
value also determines the load-current value at which
PFM/PWM switchover occurs.

For the selected inductance value, the actual peak-to-
peak inductor ripple current (ΔIINDUCTOR) is defined by:

where ΔIINDUCTOR is in mA, L is in μH, and fSW is in kHz.

The core must be large enough not to saturate at the
peak inductor current (IPEAK):

Transient Response
The inductor ripple current also impacts transient
response performance, especially at low VSUP - VOUT
differentials. Low inductor values allow the inductor cur-
rent to slew faster, replenishing charge removed from
the output filter capacitors by a sudden load step. The
total output voltage sag is the sum of the voltage sag

while the inductor is ramping up and the voltage sag
before the next pulse can occur:

where DMAX is the maximum duty factor (see the
Electrical Characteristics table), L is the inductor
value in μH, COUT is the output capacitor value in μF, t
is the switching period (1/fSW) in μs, and Δt equals
(VOUT/VSUP) × t when in fixed-frequency PWM mode, or
L × 0.2 × IMAX/(VSUP - VOUT) when in skip mode. The
amount of overshoot (VSOAR) during a full-load to no-
load transient due to stored inductor energy can be cal-
culated as:

Current Sensing
For the most accurate current sensing, use a current-
sense resistor (RSENSE) between the inductor and the
output capacitor. Connect CS to the inductor side of
RSENSE, and OUT to the capacitor side. Size RSENSE
such that its maximum current (IOC) induces a voltage
of VLIMIT (68mV minimum) across RSENSE.

If a higher voltage drop across RSENSE must be tolerated,
divide the voltage across the sense resistor with a
voltage-divider between CS and OUT to reach VLIMIT
(68mV minimum).

The current-sense method (Figure 4) and magnitude
determine the achievable current-limit accuracy and
power loss. Typically, higher current-sense limits
provide tighter accuracy, but also dissipate more
power. For the best current-sense accuracy and over-
current protection, use a ±1% tolerance current-sense
resistor with low parasitic inductance between the
inductor and output as shown in Figure 4a.

Alternatively, high-power applications that do not
require highly accurate current-limit protection can
reduce the overall power dissipation by connecting a
series RC circuit across the inductor (Figure 4b) with an
equivalent time constant:
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Smaller form factor Higher efficiency 
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Larger fixed-frequency range 

in skip mode 

Table 1. Inductor Size Comparison

式中，ΔIINDUCTOR的单位为mA，L的单位为μH，fSW的单
位为kHz。 

磁芯必须足够大，以确保在电感电流峰值(IPEAK)时不饱和：
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However, if it is necessary, higher inductor values can
be selected.

The exact inductor value is not critical and can be
adjusted to make trade-offs among size, cost, efficien-
cy, and transient response requirements. Table 1
shows a comparison between small and large inductor
sizes.

The minimum practical inductor value is one that
causes the circuit to operate at the edge of critical
conduction (where the inductor current just touches
zero with every cycle at maximum load). Inductor val-
ues lower than this grant no further size-reduction
benefit. The optimum operating point is usually found
between 25% and 45% ripple current. When pulse
skipping (FSYNC low and light loads), the inductor
value also determines the load-current value at which
PFM/PWM switchover occurs.

For the selected inductance value, the actual peak-to-
peak inductor ripple current (ΔIINDUCTOR) is defined by:

where ΔIINDUCTOR is in mA, L is in μH, and fSW is in kHz.

The core must be large enough not to saturate at the
peak inductor current (IPEAK):

Transient Response
The inductor ripple current also impacts transient
response performance, especially at low VSUP - VOUT
differentials. Low inductor values allow the inductor cur-
rent to slew faster, replenishing charge removed from
the output filter capacitors by a sudden load step. The
total output voltage sag is the sum of the voltage sag

while the inductor is ramping up and the voltage sag
before the next pulse can occur:

where DMAX is the maximum duty factor (see the
Electrical Characteristics table), L is the inductor
value in μH, COUT is the output capacitor value in μF, t
is the switching period (1/fSW) in μs, and Δt equals
(VOUT/VSUP) × t when in fixed-frequency PWM mode, or
L × 0.2 × IMAX/(VSUP - VOUT) when in skip mode. The
amount of overshoot (VSOAR) during a full-load to no-
load transient due to stored inductor energy can be cal-
culated as:

Current Sensing
For the most accurate current sensing, use a current-
sense resistor (RSENSE) between the inductor and the
output capacitor. Connect CS to the inductor side of
RSENSE, and OUT to the capacitor side. Size RSENSE
such that its maximum current (IOC) induces a voltage
of VLIMIT (68mV minimum) across RSENSE.

If a higher voltage drop across RSENSE must be tolerated,
divide the voltage across the sense resistor with a
voltage-divider between CS and OUT to reach VLIMIT
(68mV minimum).

The current-sense method (Figure 4) and magnitude
determine the achievable current-limit accuracy and
power loss. Typically, higher current-sense limits
provide tighter accuracy, but also dissipate more
power. For the best current-sense accuracy and over-
current protection, use a ±1% tolerance current-sense
resistor with low parasitic inductance between the
inductor and output as shown in Figure 4a.

Alternatively, high-power applications that do not
require highly accurate current-limit protection can
reduce the overall power dissipation by connecting a
series RC circuit across the inductor (Figure 4b) with an
equivalent time constant:
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Table 1. Inductor Size Comparison

瞬态响应
电感纹波电流对瞬态响应性能也有影响，尤其是VSUP - 
VOUT差值较小时。低电感值允许电感电流更快地摆动，
以补充负载突变时从输出滤波电容上释放的电荷。输出电

压的总下跌量包括两部分，一部分是电感电流上升期间的
下跌，另一部分是下一脉冲之前的下跌：
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However, if it is necessary, higher inductor values can
be selected.

The exact inductor value is not critical and can be
adjusted to make trade-offs among size, cost, efficien-
cy, and transient response requirements. Table 1
shows a comparison between small and large inductor
sizes.

The minimum practical inductor value is one that
causes the circuit to operate at the edge of critical
conduction (where the inductor current just touches
zero with every cycle at maximum load). Inductor val-
ues lower than this grant no further size-reduction
benefit. The optimum operating point is usually found
between 25% and 45% ripple current. When pulse
skipping (FSYNC low and light loads), the inductor
value also determines the load-current value at which
PFM/PWM switchover occurs.

For the selected inductance value, the actual peak-to-
peak inductor ripple current (ΔIINDUCTOR) is defined by:

where ΔIINDUCTOR is in mA, L is in μH, and fSW is in kHz.

The core must be large enough not to saturate at the
peak inductor current (IPEAK):

Transient Response
The inductor ripple current also impacts transient
response performance, especially at low VSUP - VOUT
differentials. Low inductor values allow the inductor cur-
rent to slew faster, replenishing charge removed from
the output filter capacitors by a sudden load step. The
total output voltage sag is the sum of the voltage sag

while the inductor is ramping up and the voltage sag
before the next pulse can occur:

where DMAX is the maximum duty factor (see the
Electrical Characteristics table), L is the inductor
value in μH, COUT is the output capacitor value in μF, t
is the switching period (1/fSW) in μs, and Δt equals
(VOUT/VSUP) × t when in fixed-frequency PWM mode, or
L × 0.2 × IMAX/(VSUP - VOUT) when in skip mode. The
amount of overshoot (VSOAR) during a full-load to no-
load transient due to stored inductor energy can be cal-
culated as:

Current Sensing
For the most accurate current sensing, use a current-
sense resistor (RSENSE) between the inductor and the
output capacitor. Connect CS to the inductor side of
RSENSE, and OUT to the capacitor side. Size RSENSE
such that its maximum current (IOC) induces a voltage
of VLIMIT (68mV minimum) across RSENSE.

If a higher voltage drop across RSENSE must be tolerated,
divide the voltage across the sense resistor with a
voltage-divider between CS and OUT to reach VLIMIT
(68mV minimum).

The current-sense method (Figure 4) and magnitude
determine the achievable current-limit accuracy and
power loss. Typically, higher current-sense limits
provide tighter accuracy, but also dissipate more
power. For the best current-sense accuracy and over-
current protection, use a ±1% tolerance current-sense
resistor with low parasitic inductance between the
inductor and output as shown in Figure 4a.

Alternatively, high-power applications that do not
require highly accurate current-limit protection can
reduce the overall power dissipation by connecting a
series RC circuit across the inductor (Figure 4b) with an
equivalent time constant:
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式中，DMAX是最大占空比(见Electrical Characteristics
表)；L是电感值(单位为μH)；COUT是输出电容值(单位为 
μF)；t是开关周期(1/fSW，单位为μs)；Δt在固定频率PWM 
模式下等于(VOUT/VSUP) × t，在跳脉冲模式下等于L × 0.2 
× IMAX/(VSUP - VOUT)。在满载向空载瞬变期间，由于电感
值储能引起的过冲电压(VSOAR)可由下式计算：
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However, if it is necessary, higher inductor values can
be selected.

The exact inductor value is not critical and can be
adjusted to make trade-offs among size, cost, efficien-
cy, and transient response requirements. Table 1
shows a comparison between small and large inductor
sizes.

The minimum practical inductor value is one that
causes the circuit to operate at the edge of critical
conduction (where the inductor current just touches
zero with every cycle at maximum load). Inductor val-
ues lower than this grant no further size-reduction
benefit. The optimum operating point is usually found
between 25% and 45% ripple current. When pulse
skipping (FSYNC low and light loads), the inductor
value also determines the load-current value at which
PFM/PWM switchover occurs.

For the selected inductance value, the actual peak-to-
peak inductor ripple current (ΔIINDUCTOR) is defined by:

where ΔIINDUCTOR is in mA, L is in μH, and fSW is in kHz.

The core must be large enough not to saturate at the
peak inductor current (IPEAK):

Transient Response
The inductor ripple current also impacts transient
response performance, especially at low VSUP - VOUT
differentials. Low inductor values allow the inductor cur-
rent to slew faster, replenishing charge removed from
the output filter capacitors by a sudden load step. The
total output voltage sag is the sum of the voltage sag

while the inductor is ramping up and the voltage sag
before the next pulse can occur:

where DMAX is the maximum duty factor (see the
Electrical Characteristics table), L is the inductor
value in μH, COUT is the output capacitor value in μF, t
is the switching period (1/fSW) in μs, and Δt equals
(VOUT/VSUP) × t when in fixed-frequency PWM mode, or
L × 0.2 × IMAX/(VSUP - VOUT) when in skip mode. The
amount of overshoot (VSOAR) during a full-load to no-
load transient due to stored inductor energy can be cal-
culated as:

Current Sensing
For the most accurate current sensing, use a current-
sense resistor (RSENSE) between the inductor and the
output capacitor. Connect CS to the inductor side of
RSENSE, and OUT to the capacitor side. Size RSENSE
such that its maximum current (IOC) induces a voltage
of VLIMIT (68mV minimum) across RSENSE.

If a higher voltage drop across RSENSE must be tolerated,
divide the voltage across the sense resistor with a
voltage-divider between CS and OUT to reach VLIMIT
(68mV minimum).

The current-sense method (Figure 4) and magnitude
determine the achievable current-limit accuracy and
power loss. Typically, higher current-sense limits
provide tighter accuracy, but also dissipate more
power. For the best current-sense accuracy and over-
current protection, use a ±1% tolerance current-sense
resistor with low parasitic inductance between the
inductor and output as shown in Figure 4a.

Alternatively, high-power applications that do not
require highly accurate current-limit protection can
reduce the overall power dissipation by connecting a
series RC circuit across the inductor (Figure 4b) with an
equivalent time constant:
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电流检测
为获得最高精度的电流检测，在电感和输出电容之间使用
电流检测电阻(RSENSE)。将CS连接至RSENSE的电感侧，将
OUT连接至电容侧。选择RSENSE的大小，使其最大电流
(IOC)在RSENSE上产生的电压为VLIMIT (最小68mV)。

如果RSENSE上必须具有较高的电压降，利用CS和OUT之 
间的分压器对检测电阻上的电压进行分压，使其达到
VLIMIT (最小68mV)。

电流检测方法(图4)及幅值决定可达到的电流限值精度和功
率损耗。一般而言，较高的电流检测限值具有较高的精度，
但是功率损耗也更大。为获得最佳电流检测精度和过流保
护，在电感和输出之间使用具有低寄生电感、±1%容限
的电流检测电阻，如图4a所示。

对于限流保护精度要求不高的应用，也可通过与电感并联
(图4b)具有等效时间常数的RC电路，降低总体功耗：
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However, if it is necessary, higher inductor values can
be selected.

The exact inductor value is not critical and can be
adjusted to make trade-offs among size, cost, efficien-
cy, and transient response requirements. Table 1
shows a comparison between small and large inductor
sizes.

The minimum practical inductor value is one that
causes the circuit to operate at the edge of critical
conduction (where the inductor current just touches
zero with every cycle at maximum load). Inductor val-
ues lower than this grant no further size-reduction
benefit. The optimum operating point is usually found
between 25% and 45% ripple current. When pulse
skipping (FSYNC low and light loads), the inductor
value also determines the load-current value at which
PFM/PWM switchover occurs.

For the selected inductance value, the actual peak-to-
peak inductor ripple current (ΔIINDUCTOR) is defined by:

where ΔIINDUCTOR is in mA, L is in μH, and fSW is in kHz.

The core must be large enough not to saturate at the
peak inductor current (IPEAK):

Transient Response
The inductor ripple current also impacts transient
response performance, especially at low VSUP - VOUT
differentials. Low inductor values allow the inductor cur-
rent to slew faster, replenishing charge removed from
the output filter capacitors by a sudden load step. The
total output voltage sag is the sum of the voltage sag

while the inductor is ramping up and the voltage sag
before the next pulse can occur:

where DMAX is the maximum duty factor (see the
Electrical Characteristics table), L is the inductor
value in μH, COUT is the output capacitor value in μF, t
is the switching period (1/fSW) in μs, and Δt equals
(VOUT/VSUP) × t when in fixed-frequency PWM mode, or
L × 0.2 × IMAX/(VSUP - VOUT) when in skip mode. The
amount of overshoot (VSOAR) during a full-load to no-
load transient due to stored inductor energy can be cal-
culated as:

Current Sensing
For the most accurate current sensing, use a current-
sense resistor (RSENSE) between the inductor and the
output capacitor. Connect CS to the inductor side of
RSENSE, and OUT to the capacitor side. Size RSENSE
such that its maximum current (IOC) induces a voltage
of VLIMIT (68mV minimum) across RSENSE.

If a higher voltage drop across RSENSE must be tolerated,
divide the voltage across the sense resistor with a
voltage-divider between CS and OUT to reach VLIMIT
(68mV minimum).

The current-sense method (Figure 4) and magnitude
determine the achievable current-limit accuracy and
power loss. Typically, higher current-sense limits
provide tighter accuracy, but also dissipate more
power. For the best current-sense accuracy and over-
current protection, use a ±1% tolerance current-sense
resistor with low parasitic inductance between the
inductor and output as shown in Figure 4a.

Alternatively, high-power applications that do not
require highly accurate current-limit protection can
reduce the overall power dissipation by connecting a
series RC circuit across the inductor (Figure 4b) with an
equivalent time constant:
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and:

where RCSHL is the required current-sense resistor and
RDCR is the inductor’s series DC resistance. Use the
typical inductance and RDCR values provided by the
inductor manufacturer.

Carefully observe the PCB layout guidelines to ensure
the noise and DC errors do not corrupt the differential
current-sense signals seen by CS and OUT. Place the
sense resistor close to the IC with short, direct traces,
making a Kelvin-sense connection to the current-sense
resistor.
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Figure 4. Current-Sense Configurations
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式中，RCSHL为所需的电流检测电阻，RDCR为电感的直流
串联电阻。使用电感制造商提供的典型电感和RDCR值。

严格遵守PCB布局指导，确保噪声和直流误差不会影响CS
和OUT上的差分电流检测信号。利用短而直的走线将检测
电阻布置在靠近IC的位置，利用开尔文检流方式连接到检
流电阻。
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and:

where RCSHL is the required current-sense resistor and
RDCR is the inductor’s series DC resistance. Use the
typical inductance and RDCR values provided by the
inductor manufacturer.

Carefully observe the PCB layout guidelines to ensure
the noise and DC errors do not corrupt the differential
current-sense signals seen by CS and OUT. Place the
sense resistor close to the IC with short, direct traces,
making a Kelvin-sense connection to the current-sense
resistor.
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图4. 电流检测配置
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输入电容
输入滤波电容降低来自于电源的尖峰电流，减小电流开关
引起的输入噪声和电压纹波。 

输入电容的RMS电流要求(IRMS)由下式定义：
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Input Capacitor
The input filter capacitor reduces peak currents drawn
from the power source and reduces noise and voltage
ripple on the input caused by the circuit’s switching.

The input capacitor RMS current requirement (IRMS) is
defined by the following equation:

IRMS has a maximum value when the input voltage
equals twice the output voltage (VSUP = 2VOUT), so
IRMS(MAX) = ILOAD(MAX)/2.

Choose an input capacitor that exhibits less than +10°C
self-heating temperature rise at the RMS input current
for optimal long-term reliability.

The input-voltage ripple comprises ΔVQ (caused by the
capacitor discharge) and ΔVESR (caused by the ESR of
the capacitor). Use low-ESR ceramic capacitors with
high-ripple current capability at the input. Assume the
contribution from the ESR and capacitor discharge is
equal to 50%. Calculate the input capacitance and ESR
required for a specified input voltage ripple using the
following equations:

where:

and:

where:

Output Capacitor
The output filter capacitor must have low enough ESR
to meet output ripple and load-transient requirements,
yet have high enough ESR to satisfy stability require-
ments. The output capacitance must be high enough to
absorb the inductor energy while transitioning from full-

load to no-load conditions without tripping the overvolt-
age fault protection. When using high-capacitance,
low-ESR capacitors, the filter capacitor’s ESR domi-
nates the output-voltage ripple. The size of the output
capacitor depends on the maximum ESR required to
meet the output-voltage ripple (VRIPPLE(P-P)) specifica-
tions:

In skip mode, the inductor current becomes discontinu-
ous, with the peak current set by the skip-mode current-
sense threshold (VSKIP = 32mV, typ). In skip mode, the
no-load output ripple can be determined as follows:

The actual capacitance value required relates to the
physical size needed to achieve low ESR, as well as to
the chemistry of the capacitor technology. Thus, the
capacitor is usually selected by ESR and voltage rating
rather than by capacitance value.

When using low-value filter capacitors, such as ceramic
capacitors, size is usually determined by the capacity
needed to prevent VSAG and VSOAR from causing
problems during load transients. Generally, once
enough capacitance is added to meet the overshoot
requirement, undershoot at the rising load edge is no
longer a problem (see the VSAG and VSOAR equations
in the Transient Response section). However, low-value
filter capacitors typically have high-ESR zeros that can
affect the overall stability.

Compensation Design
The MAX16952 uses an internal transconductance error
amplifier with its inverting input and its output available
to the user for external frequency compensation. The
output capacitor and compensation network determine
the loop stability. The inductor and the output capacitor
are chosen based on performance, size, and cost.
Additionally, the compensation network optimizes the
control-loop stability.

The controller uses a current-mode control scheme that
regulates the output voltage by forcing the required
current through the external inductor. The MAX16952
uses the voltage drop across the DC resistance of the
inductor or the alternate series current-sense resistor to
measure the inductor current. Current-mode control
eliminates the double pole in the feedback loop caused
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输入电压等于输出电压的2倍时(VSUP = 2VOUT)，IRMS的
值最大，所以IRMS(MAX) = ILOAD(MAX)/2。

所选电容在RMS输入电流时的自热温升低于+10°C，以实
现最优的长期稳定性。

输入电压纹波由ΔVQ(由电容放电引起)和ΔVESR (由电容的
ESR引起)组成。在输入上使用低ESR、高纹波电流的陶瓷
电容。假设ESR和电容放电引起的纹波为50%。利用下式
计算规定输入电压纹波时的输入电容和ESR要求：
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Input Capacitor
The input filter capacitor reduces peak currents drawn
from the power source and reduces noise and voltage
ripple on the input caused by the circuit’s switching.

The input capacitor RMS current requirement (IRMS) is
defined by the following equation:

IRMS has a maximum value when the input voltage
equals twice the output voltage (VSUP = 2VOUT), so
IRMS(MAX) = ILOAD(MAX)/2.

Choose an input capacitor that exhibits less than +10°C
self-heating temperature rise at the RMS input current
for optimal long-term reliability.

The input-voltage ripple comprises ΔVQ (caused by the
capacitor discharge) and ΔVESR (caused by the ESR of
the capacitor). Use low-ESR ceramic capacitors with
high-ripple current capability at the input. Assume the
contribution from the ESR and capacitor discharge is
equal to 50%. Calculate the input capacitance and ESR
required for a specified input voltage ripple using the
following equations:

where:

and:

where:

Output Capacitor
The output filter capacitor must have low enough ESR
to meet output ripple and load-transient requirements,
yet have high enough ESR to satisfy stability require-
ments. The output capacitance must be high enough to
absorb the inductor energy while transitioning from full-

load to no-load conditions without tripping the overvolt-
age fault protection. When using high-capacitance,
low-ESR capacitors, the filter capacitor’s ESR domi-
nates the output-voltage ripple. The size of the output
capacitor depends on the maximum ESR required to
meet the output-voltage ripple (VRIPPLE(P-P)) specifica-
tions:

In skip mode, the inductor current becomes discontinu-
ous, with the peak current set by the skip-mode current-
sense threshold (VSKIP = 32mV, typ). In skip mode, the
no-load output ripple can be determined as follows:

The actual capacitance value required relates to the
physical size needed to achieve low ESR, as well as to
the chemistry of the capacitor technology. Thus, the
capacitor is usually selected by ESR and voltage rating
rather than by capacitance value.

When using low-value filter capacitors, such as ceramic
capacitors, size is usually determined by the capacity
needed to prevent VSAG and VSOAR from causing
problems during load transients. Generally, once
enough capacitance is added to meet the overshoot
requirement, undershoot at the rising load edge is no
longer a problem (see the VSAG and VSOAR equations
in the Transient Response section). However, low-value
filter capacitors typically have high-ESR zeros that can
affect the overall stability.

Compensation Design
The MAX16952 uses an internal transconductance error
amplifier with its inverting input and its output available
to the user for external frequency compensation. The
output capacitor and compensation network determine
the loop stability. The inductor and the output capacitor
are chosen based on performance, size, and cost.
Additionally, the compensation network optimizes the
control-loop stability.

The controller uses a current-mode control scheme that
regulates the output voltage by forcing the required
current through the external inductor. The MAX16952
uses the voltage drop across the DC resistance of the
inductor or the alternate series current-sense resistor to
measure the inductor current. Current-mode control
eliminates the double pole in the feedback loop caused
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式中：
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Input Capacitor
The input filter capacitor reduces peak currents drawn
from the power source and reduces noise and voltage
ripple on the input caused by the circuit’s switching.

The input capacitor RMS current requirement (IRMS) is
defined by the following equation:

IRMS has a maximum value when the input voltage
equals twice the output voltage (VSUP = 2VOUT), so
IRMS(MAX) = ILOAD(MAX)/2.

Choose an input capacitor that exhibits less than +10°C
self-heating temperature rise at the RMS input current
for optimal long-term reliability.

The input-voltage ripple comprises ΔVQ (caused by the
capacitor discharge) and ΔVESR (caused by the ESR of
the capacitor). Use low-ESR ceramic capacitors with
high-ripple current capability at the input. Assume the
contribution from the ESR and capacitor discharge is
equal to 50%. Calculate the input capacitance and ESR
required for a specified input voltage ripple using the
following equations:

where:

and:

where:

Output Capacitor
The output filter capacitor must have low enough ESR
to meet output ripple and load-transient requirements,
yet have high enough ESR to satisfy stability require-
ments. The output capacitance must be high enough to
absorb the inductor energy while transitioning from full-

load to no-load conditions without tripping the overvolt-
age fault protection. When using high-capacitance,
low-ESR capacitors, the filter capacitor’s ESR domi-
nates the output-voltage ripple. The size of the output
capacitor depends on the maximum ESR required to
meet the output-voltage ripple (VRIPPLE(P-P)) specifica-
tions:

In skip mode, the inductor current becomes discontinu-
ous, with the peak current set by the skip-mode current-
sense threshold (VSKIP = 32mV, typ). In skip mode, the
no-load output ripple can be determined as follows:

The actual capacitance value required relates to the
physical size needed to achieve low ESR, as well as to
the chemistry of the capacitor technology. Thus, the
capacitor is usually selected by ESR and voltage rating
rather than by capacitance value.

When using low-value filter capacitors, such as ceramic
capacitors, size is usually determined by the capacity
needed to prevent VSAG and VSOAR from causing
problems during load transients. Generally, once
enough capacitance is added to meet the overshoot
requirement, undershoot at the rising load edge is no
longer a problem (see the VSAG and VSOAR equations
in the Transient Response section). However, low-value
filter capacitors typically have high-ESR zeros that can
affect the overall stability.

Compensation Design
The MAX16952 uses an internal transconductance error
amplifier with its inverting input and its output available
to the user for external frequency compensation. The
output capacitor and compensation network determine
the loop stability. The inductor and the output capacitor
are chosen based on performance, size, and cost.
Additionally, the compensation network optimizes the
control-loop stability.

The controller uses a current-mode control scheme that
regulates the output voltage by forcing the required
current through the external inductor. The MAX16952
uses the voltage drop across the DC resistance of the
inductor or the alternate series current-sense resistor to
measure the inductor current. Current-mode control
eliminates the double pole in the feedback loop caused
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Input Capacitor
The input filter capacitor reduces peak currents drawn
from the power source and reduces noise and voltage
ripple on the input caused by the circuit’s switching.

The input capacitor RMS current requirement (IRMS) is
defined by the following equation:

IRMS has a maximum value when the input voltage
equals twice the output voltage (VSUP = 2VOUT), so
IRMS(MAX) = ILOAD(MAX)/2.

Choose an input capacitor that exhibits less than +10°C
self-heating temperature rise at the RMS input current
for optimal long-term reliability.

The input-voltage ripple comprises ΔVQ (caused by the
capacitor discharge) and ΔVESR (caused by the ESR of
the capacitor). Use low-ESR ceramic capacitors with
high-ripple current capability at the input. Assume the
contribution from the ESR and capacitor discharge is
equal to 50%. Calculate the input capacitance and ESR
required for a specified input voltage ripple using the
following equations:

where:

and:

where:

Output Capacitor
The output filter capacitor must have low enough ESR
to meet output ripple and load-transient requirements,
yet have high enough ESR to satisfy stability require-
ments. The output capacitance must be high enough to
absorb the inductor energy while transitioning from full-

load to no-load conditions without tripping the overvolt-
age fault protection. When using high-capacitance,
low-ESR capacitors, the filter capacitor’s ESR domi-
nates the output-voltage ripple. The size of the output
capacitor depends on the maximum ESR required to
meet the output-voltage ripple (VRIPPLE(P-P)) specifica-
tions:

In skip mode, the inductor current becomes discontinu-
ous, with the peak current set by the skip-mode current-
sense threshold (VSKIP = 32mV, typ). In skip mode, the
no-load output ripple can be determined as follows:

The actual capacitance value required relates to the
physical size needed to achieve low ESR, as well as to
the chemistry of the capacitor technology. Thus, the
capacitor is usually selected by ESR and voltage rating
rather than by capacitance value.

When using low-value filter capacitors, such as ceramic
capacitors, size is usually determined by the capacity
needed to prevent VSAG and VSOAR from causing
problems during load transients. Generally, once
enough capacitance is added to meet the overshoot
requirement, undershoot at the rising load edge is no
longer a problem (see the VSAG and VSOAR equations
in the Transient Response section). However, low-value
filter capacitors typically have high-ESR zeros that can
affect the overall stability.

Compensation Design
The MAX16952 uses an internal transconductance error
amplifier with its inverting input and its output available
to the user for external frequency compensation. The
output capacitor and compensation network determine
the loop stability. The inductor and the output capacitor
are chosen based on performance, size, and cost.
Additionally, the compensation network optimizes the
control-loop stability.

The controller uses a current-mode control scheme that
regulates the output voltage by forcing the required
current through the external inductor. The MAX16952
uses the voltage drop across the DC resistance of the
inductor or the alternate series current-sense resistor to
measure the inductor current. Current-mode control
eliminates the double pole in the feedback loop caused
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Input Capacitor
The input filter capacitor reduces peak currents drawn
from the power source and reduces noise and voltage
ripple on the input caused by the circuit’s switching.

The input capacitor RMS current requirement (IRMS) is
defined by the following equation:

IRMS has a maximum value when the input voltage
equals twice the output voltage (VSUP = 2VOUT), so
IRMS(MAX) = ILOAD(MAX)/2.

Choose an input capacitor that exhibits less than +10°C
self-heating temperature rise at the RMS input current
for optimal long-term reliability.

The input-voltage ripple comprises ΔVQ (caused by the
capacitor discharge) and ΔVESR (caused by the ESR of
the capacitor). Use low-ESR ceramic capacitors with
high-ripple current capability at the input. Assume the
contribution from the ESR and capacitor discharge is
equal to 50%. Calculate the input capacitance and ESR
required for a specified input voltage ripple using the
following equations:

where:

and:

where:

Output Capacitor
The output filter capacitor must have low enough ESR
to meet output ripple and load-transient requirements,
yet have high enough ESR to satisfy stability require-
ments. The output capacitance must be high enough to
absorb the inductor energy while transitioning from full-

load to no-load conditions without tripping the overvolt-
age fault protection. When using high-capacitance,
low-ESR capacitors, the filter capacitor’s ESR domi-
nates the output-voltage ripple. The size of the output
capacitor depends on the maximum ESR required to
meet the output-voltage ripple (VRIPPLE(P-P)) specifica-
tions:

In skip mode, the inductor current becomes discontinu-
ous, with the peak current set by the skip-mode current-
sense threshold (VSKIP = 32mV, typ). In skip mode, the
no-load output ripple can be determined as follows:

The actual capacitance value required relates to the
physical size needed to achieve low ESR, as well as to
the chemistry of the capacitor technology. Thus, the
capacitor is usually selected by ESR and voltage rating
rather than by capacitance value.

When using low-value filter capacitors, such as ceramic
capacitors, size is usually determined by the capacity
needed to prevent VSAG and VSOAR from causing
problems during load transients. Generally, once
enough capacitance is added to meet the overshoot
requirement, undershoot at the rising load edge is no
longer a problem (see the VSAG and VSOAR equations
in the Transient Response section). However, low-value
filter capacitors typically have high-ESR zeros that can
affect the overall stability.

Compensation Design
The MAX16952 uses an internal transconductance error
amplifier with its inverting input and its output available
to the user for external frequency compensation. The
output capacitor and compensation network determine
the loop stability. The inductor and the output capacitor
are chosen based on performance, size, and cost.
Additionally, the compensation network optimizes the
control-loop stability.

The controller uses a current-mode control scheme that
regulates the output voltage by forcing the required
current through the external inductor. The MAX16952
uses the voltage drop across the DC resistance of the
inductor or the alternate series current-sense resistor to
measure the inductor current. Current-mode control
eliminates the double pole in the feedback loop caused
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输出电容
输出滤波电容的ESR一方面应足够低，以满足输出纹波以
及负载瞬态要求，另一方面也不能太低，以满足稳定性要
求。输出电容值必须足够大，当发生从满载到空载的瞬变
时应当能够吸收电感能量，而不会触发过压故障保护。使

用大容量、低ESR的电容时，滤波电容的ESR对于输出电
压纹波起决定作用。因此输出电容的大小取决于满足输出
电压纹波(VRIPPLE(P-P))要求所需的最大ESR：
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Input Capacitor
The input filter capacitor reduces peak currents drawn
from the power source and reduces noise and voltage
ripple on the input caused by the circuit’s switching.

The input capacitor RMS current requirement (IRMS) is
defined by the following equation:

IRMS has a maximum value when the input voltage
equals twice the output voltage (VSUP = 2VOUT), so
IRMS(MAX) = ILOAD(MAX)/2.

Choose an input capacitor that exhibits less than +10°C
self-heating temperature rise at the RMS input current
for optimal long-term reliability.

The input-voltage ripple comprises ΔVQ (caused by the
capacitor discharge) and ΔVESR (caused by the ESR of
the capacitor). Use low-ESR ceramic capacitors with
high-ripple current capability at the input. Assume the
contribution from the ESR and capacitor discharge is
equal to 50%. Calculate the input capacitance and ESR
required for a specified input voltage ripple using the
following equations:

where:

and:

where:

Output Capacitor
The output filter capacitor must have low enough ESR
to meet output ripple and load-transient requirements,
yet have high enough ESR to satisfy stability require-
ments. The output capacitance must be high enough to
absorb the inductor energy while transitioning from full-

load to no-load conditions without tripping the overvolt-
age fault protection. When using high-capacitance,
low-ESR capacitors, the filter capacitor’s ESR domi-
nates the output-voltage ripple. The size of the output
capacitor depends on the maximum ESR required to
meet the output-voltage ripple (VRIPPLE(P-P)) specifica-
tions:

In skip mode, the inductor current becomes discontinu-
ous, with the peak current set by the skip-mode current-
sense threshold (VSKIP = 32mV, typ). In skip mode, the
no-load output ripple can be determined as follows:

The actual capacitance value required relates to the
physical size needed to achieve low ESR, as well as to
the chemistry of the capacitor technology. Thus, the
capacitor is usually selected by ESR and voltage rating
rather than by capacitance value.

When using low-value filter capacitors, such as ceramic
capacitors, size is usually determined by the capacity
needed to prevent VSAG and VSOAR from causing
problems during load transients. Generally, once
enough capacitance is added to meet the overshoot
requirement, undershoot at the rising load edge is no
longer a problem (see the VSAG and VSOAR equations
in the Transient Response section). However, low-value
filter capacitors typically have high-ESR zeros that can
affect the overall stability.

Compensation Design
The MAX16952 uses an internal transconductance error
amplifier with its inverting input and its output available
to the user for external frequency compensation. The
output capacitor and compensation network determine
the loop stability. The inductor and the output capacitor
are chosen based on performance, size, and cost.
Additionally, the compensation network optimizes the
control-loop stability.

The controller uses a current-mode control scheme that
regulates the output voltage by forcing the required
current through the external inductor. The MAX16952
uses the voltage drop across the DC resistance of the
inductor or the alternate series current-sense resistor to
measure the inductor current. Current-mode control
eliminates the double pole in the feedback loop caused
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跳脉冲模式下，电感电流不连续，其峰值电流取决于跳脉
冲模式下的电流检测门限(VSKIP = 32mV，典型值)。跳脉
冲模式下，空载输出纹波的计算公式如下：
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Input Capacitor
The input filter capacitor reduces peak currents drawn
from the power source and reduces noise and voltage
ripple on the input caused by the circuit’s switching.

The input capacitor RMS current requirement (IRMS) is
defined by the following equation:

IRMS has a maximum value when the input voltage
equals twice the output voltage (VSUP = 2VOUT), so
IRMS(MAX) = ILOAD(MAX)/2.

Choose an input capacitor that exhibits less than +10°C
self-heating temperature rise at the RMS input current
for optimal long-term reliability.

The input-voltage ripple comprises ΔVQ (caused by the
capacitor discharge) and ΔVESR (caused by the ESR of
the capacitor). Use low-ESR ceramic capacitors with
high-ripple current capability at the input. Assume the
contribution from the ESR and capacitor discharge is
equal to 50%. Calculate the input capacitance and ESR
required for a specified input voltage ripple using the
following equations:

where:

and:

where:

Output Capacitor
The output filter capacitor must have low enough ESR
to meet output ripple and load-transient requirements,
yet have high enough ESR to satisfy stability require-
ments. The output capacitance must be high enough to
absorb the inductor energy while transitioning from full-

load to no-load conditions without tripping the overvolt-
age fault protection. When using high-capacitance,
low-ESR capacitors, the filter capacitor’s ESR domi-
nates the output-voltage ripple. The size of the output
capacitor depends on the maximum ESR required to
meet the output-voltage ripple (VRIPPLE(P-P)) specifica-
tions:

In skip mode, the inductor current becomes discontinu-
ous, with the peak current set by the skip-mode current-
sense threshold (VSKIP = 32mV, typ). In skip mode, the
no-load output ripple can be determined as follows:

The actual capacitance value required relates to the
physical size needed to achieve low ESR, as well as to
the chemistry of the capacitor technology. Thus, the
capacitor is usually selected by ESR and voltage rating
rather than by capacitance value.

When using low-value filter capacitors, such as ceramic
capacitors, size is usually determined by the capacity
needed to prevent VSAG and VSOAR from causing
problems during load transients. Generally, once
enough capacitance is added to meet the overshoot
requirement, undershoot at the rising load edge is no
longer a problem (see the VSAG and VSOAR equations
in the Transient Response section). However, low-value
filter capacitors typically have high-ESR zeros that can
affect the overall stability.

Compensation Design
The MAX16952 uses an internal transconductance error
amplifier with its inverting input and its output available
to the user for external frequency compensation. The
output capacitor and compensation network determine
the loop stability. The inductor and the output capacitor
are chosen based on performance, size, and cost.
Additionally, the compensation network optimizes the
control-loop stability.

The controller uses a current-mode control scheme that
regulates the output voltage by forcing the required
current through the external inductor. The MAX16952
uses the voltage drop across the DC resistance of the
inductor or the alternate series current-sense resistor to
measure the inductor current. Current-mode control
eliminates the double pole in the feedback loop caused
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实际所需电容值与满足低ESR要求所需的物理尺寸有关，
还与电容器的工艺有关。因此，选择电容器时通常首先考
虑其ESR和额定电压，然后再选择电容值。

当使用容值较小的滤波电容时，例如陶瓷电容，其尺寸通
常应以保证在负载瞬变期间VSAG和VSOAR不超标为准。通
常来讲，只要电容值大到足以满足过冲要求，上升负载
沿引起的下冲也不会有问题(见瞬态响应部分中的VSAG和
VSOAR公式)。然而，低容量滤波电容的ESR零点通常较高，
可能会影响总体稳定性。

补偿设计
MAX16952采用内部跨导误差放大器，其反相输入及其输
出可供用户进行外部频率补偿。输出电容和补偿网络决定
环路稳定性。综合考虑性能、尺寸和成本来选择电感和输
出电容。此外，补偿网络优化控制环路稳定性。

控制器采用电流模式控制机制，通过限制流经外部电感的
电流调节输出电压。MAX16952利用电感的直流电阻或串
联的检流电阻上的电压降测量电感电流。电流模式控制消
除了反馈环路中由电感和输出电容产生的双极点，相移更
小；与电压模式控制方案相比，对误差放大器的要求较低。
只需简单的电阻(RC)和电容(CC)串联，即可在使用陶瓷电
容作为输出滤波的应用中实现稳定的高带宽环路(图5)。对
于其它类型的电容，由于电容量和ESR较大，电容和ESR
产生的零点频率低于预期的闭环交越频率。为稳定非陶瓷
输出电容环路，在COMP至SGND之间另外增加一个补偿
电容(CF)，以补偿该ESR零点。
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36V、2.2MHz降压控制器，
低工作电流

MAX16952

基本的稳压环路可以等效为功率调制器、输出反馈分压器
和误差放大器。功率调制器的直流增益由gmc × RLOAD设
置，极点和零点对由RLOAD、输出电容(COUT)及其ESR设置。
下式决定功率调制器的近似增益值(GAINMOD(dc))，不计斜
率补偿的影响。当占空比高于50%时，必须进行斜率补偿，
在MAX16952内部自动完成：
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by the inductor and output capacitor, resulting in a
smaller phase shift and requiring less elaborate error-
amplifier compensation than voltage-mode control. A
simple single-series resistor (RC) and capacitor (CC)
are required to have a stable, high-bandwidth loop in
applications where ceramic capacitors are used for
output filtering (Figure 5). For other types of capacitors,
due to the higher capacitance and ESR, the frequency
of the zero created by the capacitance and ESR is
lower than the desired closed-loop crossover frequen-
cy. To stabilize a nonceramic output capacitor loop,
add another compensation capacitor (CF) from COMP
to SGND to cancel this ESR zero.

The basic regulator loop is modeled as a power modu-
lator, output feedback divider, and an error amplifier.
The power modulator has a DC gain set by gmc ×
RLOAD, with a pole and zero pair set by RLOAD, the out-
put capacitor (COUT), and its ESR. The following equa-
tions determine the approximate value for the gain of
the power modulator (GAINMOD(dc)), neglecting the
effect of the ramp stabilization. Ramp stabilization is
necessary when the duty cycle is above 50% and is
internally and automatically done for the MAX16952:

where RLOAD = VOUT/IOUT(MAX) in Ω, fSW is the switch-
ing frequency in MHz, L is the output inductance in μH,
and gmc = 1/(AV_CS × RDC) in S. AV_CS is the voltage
gain of the current-sense amplifier and is typically
11V/V. RDC is the DC-resistance of the inductor or the
current-sense resistor in Ω.

In a current-mode step-down converter, the output
capacitor, its ESR, and the load resistance introduce a
pole at the following frequency:

The output capacitor and its ESR also introduce a zero at:

When COUT is composed of n identical capacitors in
parallel, the resulting COUT = n × COUT(EACH), and ESR
= ESR(EACH)/n. Note that the capacitor zero for a paral-
lel combination of like capacitors is the same as for an
individual capacitor.

The feedback voltage-divider has a gain of GAINFB =
VFB/VOUT, where VFB is 1V (typ).

The transconductance error amplifier has a DC gain of
GAINEA(dc) = gm,EA × ROUT,EA, where gm,EA is the
error amplifier transconductance, and ROUT,EA is the
output resistance of the error amplifier. Use gm,EA of
2500μS (max) and ROUT,EA of 30MΩ (typ) for compen-
sation design with the highest phase margin.

A dominant pole (fdpEA) is set by the compensation
capacitor (CC), the compensation resistor (RC), and the
amplifier output resistance (ROUT,EA). A zero (fzEA) is
set by the compensation resistor (RC) and the compen-
sation capacitor (CC). There is an optional pole (fpEA)
set by CF and RC to cancel the output capacitor ESR
zero if it occurs near the crossover frequency (fC,
where the loop gain equals 1 (0dB)).

Thus:

The loop-gain crossover frequency (fC) should be set
below 1/5 the switching frequency and much higher
than the power-modulator pole (fpMOD):

The total loop gain as the product of the modulator
gain, the feedback voltage-divider gain, and the error
amplifier gain at fC should be equal to 1. So:

For the case where fzMOD is greater than fC:
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式中，RLOAD = VOUT/IOUT(MAX)的单位为Ω，fSW为开关频
率(MHz)，L为输出电感(μH)，gmc = 1/(AV_CS × RDC) (S)。
AV_CS为电流检测放大器的电压增益，典型值为11V/V。
RDC为电感的直流电阻或电流检测电阻，单位为Ω。

在电流模式降压转换器中，输出电容及其ESR和负载电阻
产生的极点频率如下：
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by the inductor and output capacitor, resulting in a
smaller phase shift and requiring less elaborate error-
amplifier compensation than voltage-mode control. A
simple single-series resistor (RC) and capacitor (CC)
are required to have a stable, high-bandwidth loop in
applications where ceramic capacitors are used for
output filtering (Figure 5). For other types of capacitors,
due to the higher capacitance and ESR, the frequency
of the zero created by the capacitance and ESR is
lower than the desired closed-loop crossover frequen-
cy. To stabilize a nonceramic output capacitor loop,
add another compensation capacitor (CF) from COMP
to SGND to cancel this ESR zero.

The basic regulator loop is modeled as a power modu-
lator, output feedback divider, and an error amplifier.
The power modulator has a DC gain set by gmc ×
RLOAD, with a pole and zero pair set by RLOAD, the out-
put capacitor (COUT), and its ESR. The following equa-
tions determine the approximate value for the gain of
the power modulator (GAINMOD(dc)), neglecting the
effect of the ramp stabilization. Ramp stabilization is
necessary when the duty cycle is above 50% and is
internally and automatically done for the MAX16952:

where RLOAD = VOUT/IOUT(MAX) in Ω, fSW is the switch-
ing frequency in MHz, L is the output inductance in μH,
and gmc = 1/(AV_CS × RDC) in S. AV_CS is the voltage
gain of the current-sense amplifier and is typically
11V/V. RDC is the DC-resistance of the inductor or the
current-sense resistor in Ω.

In a current-mode step-down converter, the output
capacitor, its ESR, and the load resistance introduce a
pole at the following frequency:

The output capacitor and its ESR also introduce a zero at:

When COUT is composed of n identical capacitors in
parallel, the resulting COUT = n × COUT(EACH), and ESR
= ESR(EACH)/n. Note that the capacitor zero for a paral-
lel combination of like capacitors is the same as for an
individual capacitor.

The feedback voltage-divider has a gain of GAINFB =
VFB/VOUT, where VFB is 1V (typ).

The transconductance error amplifier has a DC gain of
GAINEA(dc) = gm,EA × ROUT,EA, where gm,EA is the
error amplifier transconductance, and ROUT,EA is the
output resistance of the error amplifier. Use gm,EA of
2500μS (max) and ROUT,EA of 30MΩ (typ) for compen-
sation design with the highest phase margin.

A dominant pole (fdpEA) is set by the compensation
capacitor (CC), the compensation resistor (RC), and the
amplifier output resistance (ROUT,EA). A zero (fzEA) is
set by the compensation resistor (RC) and the compen-
sation capacitor (CC). There is an optional pole (fpEA)
set by CF and RC to cancel the output capacitor ESR
zero if it occurs near the crossover frequency (fC,
where the loop gain equals 1 (0dB)).

Thus:

The loop-gain crossover frequency (fC) should be set
below 1/5 the switching frequency and much higher
than the power-modulator pole (fpMOD):

The total loop gain as the product of the modulator
gain, the feedback voltage-divider gain, and the error
amplifier gain at fC should be equal to 1. So:

For the case where fzMOD is greater than fC:
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输出电容及其ESR也产生以下频率的零点：
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by the inductor and output capacitor, resulting in a
smaller phase shift and requiring less elaborate error-
amplifier compensation than voltage-mode control. A
simple single-series resistor (RC) and capacitor (CC)
are required to have a stable, high-bandwidth loop in
applications where ceramic capacitors are used for
output filtering (Figure 5). For other types of capacitors,
due to the higher capacitance and ESR, the frequency
of the zero created by the capacitance and ESR is
lower than the desired closed-loop crossover frequen-
cy. To stabilize a nonceramic output capacitor loop,
add another compensation capacitor (CF) from COMP
to SGND to cancel this ESR zero.

The basic regulator loop is modeled as a power modu-
lator, output feedback divider, and an error amplifier.
The power modulator has a DC gain set by gmc ×
RLOAD, with a pole and zero pair set by RLOAD, the out-
put capacitor (COUT), and its ESR. The following equa-
tions determine the approximate value for the gain of
the power modulator (GAINMOD(dc)), neglecting the
effect of the ramp stabilization. Ramp stabilization is
necessary when the duty cycle is above 50% and is
internally and automatically done for the MAX16952:

where RLOAD = VOUT/IOUT(MAX) in Ω, fSW is the switch-
ing frequency in MHz, L is the output inductance in μH,
and gmc = 1/(AV_CS × RDC) in S. AV_CS is the voltage
gain of the current-sense amplifier and is typically
11V/V. RDC is the DC-resistance of the inductor or the
current-sense resistor in Ω.

In a current-mode step-down converter, the output
capacitor, its ESR, and the load resistance introduce a
pole at the following frequency:

The output capacitor and its ESR also introduce a zero at:

When COUT is composed of n identical capacitors in
parallel, the resulting COUT = n × COUT(EACH), and ESR
= ESR(EACH)/n. Note that the capacitor zero for a paral-
lel combination of like capacitors is the same as for an
individual capacitor.

The feedback voltage-divider has a gain of GAINFB =
VFB/VOUT, where VFB is 1V (typ).

The transconductance error amplifier has a DC gain of
GAINEA(dc) = gm,EA × ROUT,EA, where gm,EA is the
error amplifier transconductance, and ROUT,EA is the
output resistance of the error amplifier. Use gm,EA of
2500μS (max) and ROUT,EA of 30MΩ (typ) for compen-
sation design with the highest phase margin.

A dominant pole (fdpEA) is set by the compensation
capacitor (CC), the compensation resistor (RC), and the
amplifier output resistance (ROUT,EA). A zero (fzEA) is
set by the compensation resistor (RC) and the compen-
sation capacitor (CC). There is an optional pole (fpEA)
set by CF and RC to cancel the output capacitor ESR
zero if it occurs near the crossover frequency (fC,
where the loop gain equals 1 (0dB)).

Thus:

The loop-gain crossover frequency (fC) should be set
below 1/5 the switching frequency and much higher
than the power-modulator pole (fpMOD):

The total loop gain as the product of the modulator
gain, the feedback voltage-divider gain, and the error
amplifier gain at fC should be equal to 1. So:

For the case where fzMOD is greater than fC:
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当COUT包含n个相同的并联电容时，COUT = n × COUT(EACH)，
而ESR = ESR(EACH)/n。请注意，相同的电容并联时，电容
零点与单个电容一致。

反馈分压器的增益为GAINFB = VFB/VOUT，其中VFB为1V  
(典型值)。

跨导误差放大器的直流增益为GAINEA(dc) = gm,EA × ROUT,EA，
其中gm,EA为误差放大器的跨导，ROUT,EA为误差放大器
的输出电阻。采用gm,EA为2500μS (最大值)及ROUT,EA为
30MΩ (典型值)的补偿设计时，相位裕量最大。

主极点(fdpEA)由补偿电容(CC)、补偿电阻(RC)和放大器输出
电阻(ROUT,EA)决定；零点(fzEA)由补偿电阻(RC)和补偿电容
(CC)决定。还有一个由CF和RC决定的可选极点(fpEA)，若
其位置接近交越频率(fC，此时环路增益等于1 (0dB))，则
可抵消输出电容ESR零点。

因此：
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by the inductor and output capacitor, resulting in a
smaller phase shift and requiring less elaborate error-
amplifier compensation than voltage-mode control. A
simple single-series resistor (RC) and capacitor (CC)
are required to have a stable, high-bandwidth loop in
applications where ceramic capacitors are used for
output filtering (Figure 5). For other types of capacitors,
due to the higher capacitance and ESR, the frequency
of the zero created by the capacitance and ESR is
lower than the desired closed-loop crossover frequen-
cy. To stabilize a nonceramic output capacitor loop,
add another compensation capacitor (CF) from COMP
to SGND to cancel this ESR zero.

The basic regulator loop is modeled as a power modu-
lator, output feedback divider, and an error amplifier.
The power modulator has a DC gain set by gmc ×
RLOAD, with a pole and zero pair set by RLOAD, the out-
put capacitor (COUT), and its ESR. The following equa-
tions determine the approximate value for the gain of
the power modulator (GAINMOD(dc)), neglecting the
effect of the ramp stabilization. Ramp stabilization is
necessary when the duty cycle is above 50% and is
internally and automatically done for the MAX16952:

where RLOAD = VOUT/IOUT(MAX) in Ω, fSW is the switch-
ing frequency in MHz, L is the output inductance in μH,
and gmc = 1/(AV_CS × RDC) in S. AV_CS is the voltage
gain of the current-sense amplifier and is typically
11V/V. RDC is the DC-resistance of the inductor or the
current-sense resistor in Ω.

In a current-mode step-down converter, the output
capacitor, its ESR, and the load resistance introduce a
pole at the following frequency:

The output capacitor and its ESR also introduce a zero at:

When COUT is composed of n identical capacitors in
parallel, the resulting COUT = n × COUT(EACH), and ESR
= ESR(EACH)/n. Note that the capacitor zero for a paral-
lel combination of like capacitors is the same as for an
individual capacitor.

The feedback voltage-divider has a gain of GAINFB =
VFB/VOUT, where VFB is 1V (typ).

The transconductance error amplifier has a DC gain of
GAINEA(dc) = gm,EA × ROUT,EA, where gm,EA is the
error amplifier transconductance, and ROUT,EA is the
output resistance of the error amplifier. Use gm,EA of
2500μS (max) and ROUT,EA of 30MΩ (typ) for compen-
sation design with the highest phase margin.

A dominant pole (fdpEA) is set by the compensation
capacitor (CC), the compensation resistor (RC), and the
amplifier output resistance (ROUT,EA). A zero (fzEA) is
set by the compensation resistor (RC) and the compen-
sation capacitor (CC). There is an optional pole (fpEA)
set by CF and RC to cancel the output capacitor ESR
zero if it occurs near the crossover frequency (fC,
where the loop gain equals 1 (0dB)).

Thus:

The loop-gain crossover frequency (fC) should be set
below 1/5 the switching frequency and much higher
than the power-modulator pole (fpMOD):

The total loop gain as the product of the modulator
gain, the feedback voltage-divider gain, and the error
amplifier gain at fC should be equal to 1. So:

For the case where fzMOD is greater than fC:
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环路增益交越频率(fC)应远小于开关频率的1/5，并且远高
于功率调制器极点(fpMOD)：
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by the inductor and output capacitor, resulting in a
smaller phase shift and requiring less elaborate error-
amplifier compensation than voltage-mode control. A
simple single-series resistor (RC) and capacitor (CC)
are required to have a stable, high-bandwidth loop in
applications where ceramic capacitors are used for
output filtering (Figure 5). For other types of capacitors,
due to the higher capacitance and ESR, the frequency
of the zero created by the capacitance and ESR is
lower than the desired closed-loop crossover frequen-
cy. To stabilize a nonceramic output capacitor loop,
add another compensation capacitor (CF) from COMP
to SGND to cancel this ESR zero.

The basic regulator loop is modeled as a power modu-
lator, output feedback divider, and an error amplifier.
The power modulator has a DC gain set by gmc ×
RLOAD, with a pole and zero pair set by RLOAD, the out-
put capacitor (COUT), and its ESR. The following equa-
tions determine the approximate value for the gain of
the power modulator (GAINMOD(dc)), neglecting the
effect of the ramp stabilization. Ramp stabilization is
necessary when the duty cycle is above 50% and is
internally and automatically done for the MAX16952:

where RLOAD = VOUT/IOUT(MAX) in Ω, fSW is the switch-
ing frequency in MHz, L is the output inductance in μH,
and gmc = 1/(AV_CS × RDC) in S. AV_CS is the voltage
gain of the current-sense amplifier and is typically
11V/V. RDC is the DC-resistance of the inductor or the
current-sense resistor in Ω.

In a current-mode step-down converter, the output
capacitor, its ESR, and the load resistance introduce a
pole at the following frequency:

The output capacitor and its ESR also introduce a zero at:

When COUT is composed of n identical capacitors in
parallel, the resulting COUT = n × COUT(EACH), and ESR
= ESR(EACH)/n. Note that the capacitor zero for a paral-
lel combination of like capacitors is the same as for an
individual capacitor.

The feedback voltage-divider has a gain of GAINFB =
VFB/VOUT, where VFB is 1V (typ).

The transconductance error amplifier has a DC gain of
GAINEA(dc) = gm,EA × ROUT,EA, where gm,EA is the
error amplifier transconductance, and ROUT,EA is the
output resistance of the error amplifier. Use gm,EA of
2500μS (max) and ROUT,EA of 30MΩ (typ) for compen-
sation design with the highest phase margin.

A dominant pole (fdpEA) is set by the compensation
capacitor (CC), the compensation resistor (RC), and the
amplifier output resistance (ROUT,EA). A zero (fzEA) is
set by the compensation resistor (RC) and the compen-
sation capacitor (CC). There is an optional pole (fpEA)
set by CF and RC to cancel the output capacitor ESR
zero if it occurs near the crossover frequency (fC,
where the loop gain equals 1 (0dB)).

Thus:

The loop-gain crossover frequency (fC) should be set
below 1/5 the switching frequency and much higher
than the power-modulator pole (fpMOD):

The total loop gain as the product of the modulator
gain, the feedback voltage-divider gain, and the error
amplifier gain at fC should be equal to 1. So:

For the case where fzMOD is greater than fC:
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总环路增益为调制器增益、反馈分压器增益和误差放大器
增益的乘积，在fC时应等于1。所以：
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by the inductor and output capacitor, resulting in a
smaller phase shift and requiring less elaborate error-
amplifier compensation than voltage-mode control. A
simple single-series resistor (RC) and capacitor (CC)
are required to have a stable, high-bandwidth loop in
applications where ceramic capacitors are used for
output filtering (Figure 5). For other types of capacitors,
due to the higher capacitance and ESR, the frequency
of the zero created by the capacitance and ESR is
lower than the desired closed-loop crossover frequen-
cy. To stabilize a nonceramic output capacitor loop,
add another compensation capacitor (CF) from COMP
to SGND to cancel this ESR zero.

The basic regulator loop is modeled as a power modu-
lator, output feedback divider, and an error amplifier.
The power modulator has a DC gain set by gmc ×
RLOAD, with a pole and zero pair set by RLOAD, the out-
put capacitor (COUT), and its ESR. The following equa-
tions determine the approximate value for the gain of
the power modulator (GAINMOD(dc)), neglecting the
effect of the ramp stabilization. Ramp stabilization is
necessary when the duty cycle is above 50% and is
internally and automatically done for the MAX16952:

where RLOAD = VOUT/IOUT(MAX) in Ω, fSW is the switch-
ing frequency in MHz, L is the output inductance in μH,
and gmc = 1/(AV_CS × RDC) in S. AV_CS is the voltage
gain of the current-sense amplifier and is typically
11V/V. RDC is the DC-resistance of the inductor or the
current-sense resistor in Ω.

In a current-mode step-down converter, the output
capacitor, its ESR, and the load resistance introduce a
pole at the following frequency:

The output capacitor and its ESR also introduce a zero at:

When COUT is composed of n identical capacitors in
parallel, the resulting COUT = n × COUT(EACH), and ESR
= ESR(EACH)/n. Note that the capacitor zero for a paral-
lel combination of like capacitors is the same as for an
individual capacitor.

The feedback voltage-divider has a gain of GAINFB =
VFB/VOUT, where VFB is 1V (typ).

The transconductance error amplifier has a DC gain of
GAINEA(dc) = gm,EA × ROUT,EA, where gm,EA is the
error amplifier transconductance, and ROUT,EA is the
output resistance of the error amplifier. Use gm,EA of
2500μS (max) and ROUT,EA of 30MΩ (typ) for compen-
sation design with the highest phase margin.

A dominant pole (fdpEA) is set by the compensation
capacitor (CC), the compensation resistor (RC), and the
amplifier output resistance (ROUT,EA). A zero (fzEA) is
set by the compensation resistor (RC) and the compen-
sation capacitor (CC). There is an optional pole (fpEA)
set by CF and RC to cancel the output capacitor ESR
zero if it occurs near the crossover frequency (fC,
where the loop gain equals 1 (0dB)).

Thus:

The loop-gain crossover frequency (fC) should be set
below 1/5 the switching frequency and much higher
than the power-modulator pole (fpMOD):

The total loop gain as the product of the modulator
gain, the feedback voltage-divider gain, and the error
amplifier gain at fC should be equal to 1. So:

For the case where fzMOD is greater than fC:
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对于fzMOD大于fC的情况：
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by the inductor and output capacitor, resulting in a
smaller phase shift and requiring less elaborate error-
amplifier compensation than voltage-mode control. A
simple single-series resistor (RC) and capacitor (CC)
are required to have a stable, high-bandwidth loop in
applications where ceramic capacitors are used for
output filtering (Figure 5). For other types of capacitors,
due to the higher capacitance and ESR, the frequency
of the zero created by the capacitance and ESR is
lower than the desired closed-loop crossover frequen-
cy. To stabilize a nonceramic output capacitor loop,
add another compensation capacitor (CF) from COMP
to SGND to cancel this ESR zero.

The basic regulator loop is modeled as a power modu-
lator, output feedback divider, and an error amplifier.
The power modulator has a DC gain set by gmc ×
RLOAD, with a pole and zero pair set by RLOAD, the out-
put capacitor (COUT), and its ESR. The following equa-
tions determine the approximate value for the gain of
the power modulator (GAINMOD(dc)), neglecting the
effect of the ramp stabilization. Ramp stabilization is
necessary when the duty cycle is above 50% and is
internally and automatically done for the MAX16952:

where RLOAD = VOUT/IOUT(MAX) in Ω, fSW is the switch-
ing frequency in MHz, L is the output inductance in μH,
and gmc = 1/(AV_CS × RDC) in S. AV_CS is the voltage
gain of the current-sense amplifier and is typically
11V/V. RDC is the DC-resistance of the inductor or the
current-sense resistor in Ω.

In a current-mode step-down converter, the output
capacitor, its ESR, and the load resistance introduce a
pole at the following frequency:

The output capacitor and its ESR also introduce a zero at:

When COUT is composed of n identical capacitors in
parallel, the resulting COUT = n × COUT(EACH), and ESR
= ESR(EACH)/n. Note that the capacitor zero for a paral-
lel combination of like capacitors is the same as for an
individual capacitor.

The feedback voltage-divider has a gain of GAINFB =
VFB/VOUT, where VFB is 1V (typ).

The transconductance error amplifier has a DC gain of
GAINEA(dc) = gm,EA × ROUT,EA, where gm,EA is the
error amplifier transconductance, and ROUT,EA is the
output resistance of the error amplifier. Use gm,EA of
2500μS (max) and ROUT,EA of 30MΩ (typ) for compen-
sation design with the highest phase margin.

A dominant pole (fdpEA) is set by the compensation
capacitor (CC), the compensation resistor (RC), and the
amplifier output resistance (ROUT,EA). A zero (fzEA) is
set by the compensation resistor (RC) and the compen-
sation capacitor (CC). There is an optional pole (fpEA)
set by CF and RC to cancel the output capacitor ESR
zero if it occurs near the crossover frequency (fC,
where the loop gain equals 1 (0dB)).

Thus:

The loop-gain crossover frequency (fC) should be set
below 1/5 the switching frequency and much higher
than the power-modulator pole (fpMOD):

The total loop gain as the product of the modulator
gain, the feedback voltage-divider gain, and the error
amplifier gain at fC should be equal to 1. So:

For the case where fzMOD is greater than fC:
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36V、2.2MHz降压控制器，
低工作电流

MAX16952
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Therefore:

Solving for RC:

Set the error-amplifier compensation zero formed by RC
and CC (fzEA) at the fpMOD. Calculate the value of CC
as follows:

If fzMOD is less than 5 x fC, add a second capacitor, 
CF, from COMP to SGND and set the compensation
pole formed by RC and CF (fpEA) at the fzMOD.
Calculate the value of CF as follows:

As the load current decreases, the modulator pole also
decreases; however, the modulator gain increases
accordingly and the crossover frequency remains the
same.

For the case where fzMOD is less than fC:

The power-modulator gain at fC is:

The error-amplifier gain at fC is:

Therefore:

Solving for RC:

Set the error-amplifier compensation zero formed by RC
and CC at the fpMOD (fzEA = fpMOD):

If fzMOD is less than 5 × fC, add a second capacitor CF
from COMP to SGND. Set fpEA = fzMOD and calculate
CF as follows:

MOSFET Selection
The MAX16952’s controller drives two external logic-
level n-channel MOSFETs as the circuit switch ele-
ments. The key selection parameters to choose these
MOSFETs include:

• On-resistance (RDS(ON))

• Maximum drain-to-source voltage (VDS(MAX))

• Minimum threshold voltage (VTH(MIN))

• Total gate charge (QG)

• Reverse-transfer capacitance (CRSS)

• Power dissipation
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Figure 5. Compensation Network
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Therefore:

Solving for RC:

Set the error-amplifier compensation zero formed by RC
and CC (fzEA) at the fpMOD. Calculate the value of CC
as follows:

If fzMOD is less than 5 x fC, add a second capacitor, 
CF, from COMP to SGND and set the compensation
pole formed by RC and CF (fpEA) at the fzMOD.
Calculate the value of CF as follows:

As the load current decreases, the modulator pole also
decreases; however, the modulator gain increases
accordingly and the crossover frequency remains the
same.

For the case where fzMOD is less than fC:

The power-modulator gain at fC is:

The error-amplifier gain at fC is:

Therefore:

Solving for RC:

Set the error-amplifier compensation zero formed by RC
and CC at the fpMOD (fzEA = fpMOD):

If fzMOD is less than 5 × fC, add a second capacitor CF
from COMP to SGND. Set fpEA = fzMOD and calculate
CF as follows:

MOSFET Selection
The MAX16952’s controller drives two external logic-
level n-channel MOSFETs as the circuit switch ele-
ments. The key selection parameters to choose these
MOSFETs include:

• On-resistance (RDS(ON))

• Maximum drain-to-source voltage (VDS(MAX))

• Minimum threshold voltage (VTH(MIN))

• Total gate charge (QG)

• Reverse-transfer capacitance (CRSS)

• Power dissipation
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将RC和CC形成的误差放大器补偿零点(fzEA)设置为fpMOD。
按照下式计算CC：

MAX16952
36V, 2.2MHz Step-Down Controller

with Low Operating Current

21Maxim Integrated

Therefore:

Solving for RC:

Set the error-amplifier compensation zero formed by RC
and CC (fzEA) at the fpMOD. Calculate the value of CC
as follows:

If fzMOD is less than 5 x fC, add a second capacitor, 
CF, from COMP to SGND and set the compensation
pole formed by RC and CF (fpEA) at the fzMOD.
Calculate the value of CF as follows:

As the load current decreases, the modulator pole also
decreases; however, the modulator gain increases
accordingly and the crossover frequency remains the
same.

For the case where fzMOD is less than fC:

The power-modulator gain at fC is:

The error-amplifier gain at fC is:

Therefore:

Solving for RC:

Set the error-amplifier compensation zero formed by RC
and CC at the fpMOD (fzEA = fpMOD):

If fzMOD is less than 5 × fC, add a second capacitor CF
from COMP to SGND. Set fpEA = fzMOD and calculate
CF as follows:

MOSFET Selection
The MAX16952’s controller drives two external logic-
level n-channel MOSFETs as the circuit switch ele-
ments. The key selection parameters to choose these
MOSFETs include:

• On-resistance (RDS(ON))

• Maximum drain-to-source voltage (VDS(MAX))

• Minimum threshold voltage (VTH(MIN))

• Total gate charge (QG)

• Reverse-transfer capacitance (CRSS)

• Power dissipation
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如 果fzMOD小 于5 x fC， 在COMP与SGND之 间 增 加 第 二
个电容CF，将RC和CF形成的补偿极点(fpEA)设置为fzMOD。
按下式计算CF：

MAX16952
36V, 2.2MHz Step-Down Controller

with Low Operating Current

21Maxim Integrated

Therefore:

Solving for RC:

Set the error-amplifier compensation zero formed by RC
and CC (fzEA) at the fpMOD. Calculate the value of CC
as follows:

If fzMOD is less than 5 x fC, add a second capacitor, 
CF, from COMP to SGND and set the compensation
pole formed by RC and CF (fpEA) at the fzMOD.
Calculate the value of CF as follows:

As the load current decreases, the modulator pole also
decreases; however, the modulator gain increases
accordingly and the crossover frequency remains the
same.

For the case where fzMOD is less than fC:

The power-modulator gain at fC is:

The error-amplifier gain at fC is:

Therefore:

Solving for RC:

Set the error-amplifier compensation zero formed by RC
and CC at the fpMOD (fzEA = fpMOD):

If fzMOD is less than 5 × fC, add a second capacitor CF
from COMP to SGND. Set fpEA = fzMOD and calculate
CF as follows:

MOSFET Selection
The MAX16952’s controller drives two external logic-
level n-channel MOSFETs as the circuit switch ele-
ments. The key selection parameters to choose these
MOSFETs include:

• On-resistance (RDS(ON))

• Maximum drain-to-source voltage (VDS(MAX))

• Minimum threshold voltage (VTH(MIN))

• Total gate charge (QG)

• Reverse-transfer capacitance (CRSS)

• Power dissipation
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负载电流减小时，调制器极点也降低；然而，调制器增益
相应增大，因此交越频率保持不变。

对于fzMOD小于fC的情况：

功率调制器在fC频点的增益为：

MAX16952
36V, 2.2MHz Step-Down Controller

with Low Operating Current

21Maxim Integrated

Therefore:

Solving for RC:

Set the error-amplifier compensation zero formed by RC
and CC (fzEA) at the fpMOD. Calculate the value of CC
as follows:

If fzMOD is less than 5 x fC, add a second capacitor, 
CF, from COMP to SGND and set the compensation
pole formed by RC and CF (fpEA) at the fzMOD.
Calculate the value of CF as follows:

As the load current decreases, the modulator pole also
decreases; however, the modulator gain increases
accordingly and the crossover frequency remains the
same.

For the case where fzMOD is less than fC:

The power-modulator gain at fC is:

The error-amplifier gain at fC is:

Therefore:

Solving for RC:

Set the error-amplifier compensation zero formed by RC
and CC at the fpMOD (fzEA = fpMOD):

If fzMOD is less than 5 × fC, add a second capacitor CF
from COMP to SGND. Set fpEA = fzMOD and calculate
CF as follows:

MOSFET Selection
The MAX16952’s controller drives two external logic-
level n-channel MOSFETs as the circuit switch ele-
ments. The key selection parameters to choose these
MOSFETs include:

• On-resistance (RDS(ON))

• Maximum drain-to-source voltage (VDS(MAX))

• Minimum threshold voltage (VTH(MIN))

• Total gate charge (QG)

• Reverse-transfer capacitance (CRSS)

• Power dissipation
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误差放大器在fC频点的增益为：

MAX16952
36V, 2.2MHz Step-Down Controller

with Low Operating Current

21Maxim Integrated

Therefore:

Solving for RC:

Set the error-amplifier compensation zero formed by RC
and CC (fzEA) at the fpMOD. Calculate the value of CC
as follows:

If fzMOD is less than 5 x fC, add a second capacitor, 
CF, from COMP to SGND and set the compensation
pole formed by RC and CF (fpEA) at the fzMOD.
Calculate the value of CF as follows:

As the load current decreases, the modulator pole also
decreases; however, the modulator gain increases
accordingly and the crossover frequency remains the
same.

For the case where fzMOD is less than fC:

The power-modulator gain at fC is:

The error-amplifier gain at fC is:

Therefore:

Solving for RC:

Set the error-amplifier compensation zero formed by RC
and CC at the fpMOD (fzEA = fpMOD):

If fzMOD is less than 5 × fC, add a second capacitor CF
from COMP to SGND. Set fpEA = fzMOD and calculate
CF as follows:

MOSFET Selection
The MAX16952’s controller drives two external logic-
level n-channel MOSFETs as the circuit switch ele-
ments. The key selection parameters to choose these
MOSFETs include:

• On-resistance (RDS(ON))

• Maximum drain-to-source voltage (VDS(MAX))

• Minimum threshold voltage (VTH(MIN))

• Total gate charge (QG)

• Reverse-transfer capacitance (CRSS)

• Power dissipation
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所以：

MAX16952
36V, 2.2MHz Step-Down Controller

with Low Operating Current

21Maxim Integrated

Therefore:

Solving for RC:

Set the error-amplifier compensation zero formed by RC
and CC (fzEA) at the fpMOD. Calculate the value of CC
as follows:

If fzMOD is less than 5 x fC, add a second capacitor, 
CF, from COMP to SGND and set the compensation
pole formed by RC and CF (fpEA) at the fzMOD.
Calculate the value of CF as follows:

As the load current decreases, the modulator pole also
decreases; however, the modulator gain increases
accordingly and the crossover frequency remains the
same.

For the case where fzMOD is less than fC:

The power-modulator gain at fC is:

The error-amplifier gain at fC is:

Therefore:

Solving for RC:

Set the error-amplifier compensation zero formed by RC
and CC at the fpMOD (fzEA = fpMOD):

If fzMOD is less than 5 × fC, add a second capacitor CF
from COMP to SGND. Set fpEA = fzMOD and calculate
CF as follows:

MOSFET Selection
The MAX16952’s controller drives two external logic-
level n-channel MOSFETs as the circuit switch ele-
ments. The key selection parameters to choose these
MOSFETs include:

• On-resistance (RDS(ON))

• Maximum drain-to-source voltage (VDS(MAX))

• Minimum threshold voltage (VTH(MIN))

• Total gate charge (QG)

• Reverse-transfer capacitance (CRSS)

• Power dissipation
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解出RC：

MAX16952
36V, 2.2MHz Step-Down Controller

with Low Operating Current

21Maxim Integrated

Therefore:

Solving for RC:

Set the error-amplifier compensation zero formed by RC
and CC (fzEA) at the fpMOD. Calculate the value of CC
as follows:

If fzMOD is less than 5 x fC, add a second capacitor, 
CF, from COMP to SGND and set the compensation
pole formed by RC and CF (fpEA) at the fzMOD.
Calculate the value of CF as follows:

As the load current decreases, the modulator pole also
decreases; however, the modulator gain increases
accordingly and the crossover frequency remains the
same.

For the case where fzMOD is less than fC:

The power-modulator gain at fC is:

The error-amplifier gain at fC is:

Therefore:

Solving for RC:

Set the error-amplifier compensation zero formed by RC
and CC at the fpMOD (fzEA = fpMOD):

If fzMOD is less than 5 × fC, add a second capacitor CF
from COMP to SGND. Set fpEA = fzMOD and calculate
CF as follows:

MOSFET Selection
The MAX16952’s controller drives two external logic-
level n-channel MOSFETs as the circuit switch ele-
ments. The key selection parameters to choose these
MOSFETs include:

• On-resistance (RDS(ON))

• Maximum drain-to-source voltage (VDS(MAX))

• Minimum threshold voltage (VTH(MIN))

• Total gate charge (QG)

• Reverse-transfer capacitance (CRSS)

• Power dissipation
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将RC和CC形成的误差放大器补偿零点设置为fpMOD (fzEA =  
fpMOD)：

MAX16952
36V, 2.2MHz Step-Down Controller

with Low Operating Current

21Maxim Integrated

Therefore:

Solving for RC:

Set the error-amplifier compensation zero formed by RC
and CC (fzEA) at the fpMOD. Calculate the value of CC
as follows:

If fzMOD is less than 5 x fC, add a second capacitor, 
CF, from COMP to SGND and set the compensation
pole formed by RC and CF (fpEA) at the fzMOD.
Calculate the value of CF as follows:

As the load current decreases, the modulator pole also
decreases; however, the modulator gain increases
accordingly and the crossover frequency remains the
same.

For the case where fzMOD is less than fC:

The power-modulator gain at fC is:

The error-amplifier gain at fC is:

Therefore:

Solving for RC:

Set the error-amplifier compensation zero formed by RC
and CC at the fpMOD (fzEA = fpMOD):

If fzMOD is less than 5 × fC, add a second capacitor CF
from COMP to SGND. Set fpEA = fzMOD and calculate
CF as follows:

MOSFET Selection
The MAX16952’s controller drives two external logic-
level n-channel MOSFETs as the circuit switch ele-
ments. The key selection parameters to choose these
MOSFETs include:

• On-resistance (RDS(ON))

• Maximum drain-to-source voltage (VDS(MAX))

• Minimum threshold voltage (VTH(MIN))

• Total gate charge (QG)

• Reverse-transfer capacitance (CRSS)

• Power dissipation
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如果fzMOD小于5 × fC，在COMP与SGND之间增加第二个
电容CF。设置fpEA = fzMOD，利用下式计算CF：

MAX16952
36V, 2.2MHz Step-Down Controller

with Low Operating Current

21Maxim Integrated

Therefore:

Solving for RC:

Set the error-amplifier compensation zero formed by RC
and CC (fzEA) at the fpMOD. Calculate the value of CC
as follows:

If fzMOD is less than 5 x fC, add a second capacitor, 
CF, from COMP to SGND and set the compensation
pole formed by RC and CF (fpEA) at the fzMOD.
Calculate the value of CF as follows:

As the load current decreases, the modulator pole also
decreases; however, the modulator gain increases
accordingly and the crossover frequency remains the
same.

For the case where fzMOD is less than fC:

The power-modulator gain at fC is:

The error-amplifier gain at fC is:

Therefore:

Solving for RC:

Set the error-amplifier compensation zero formed by RC
and CC at the fpMOD (fzEA = fpMOD):

If fzMOD is less than 5 × fC, add a second capacitor CF
from COMP to SGND. Set fpEA = fzMOD and calculate
CF as follows:

MOSFET Selection
The MAX16952’s controller drives two external logic-
level n-channel MOSFETs as the circuit switch ele-
ments. The key selection parameters to choose these
MOSFETs include:

• On-resistance (RDS(ON))

• Maximum drain-to-source voltage (VDS(MAX))

• Minimum threshold voltage (VTH(MIN))

• Total gate charge (QG)

• Reverse-transfer capacitance (CRSS)

• Power dissipation
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MOSFET选择
MAX16952的控制器驱动外部两个作为电路开关元件的逻
辑电平n沟道MOSFET。选择MOSFET时考虑的关键参数
包括：

•	 导通电阻(RDS(ON))

•	 最大漏极-源极电压(VDS(MAX))

•	 最小门限电压(VTH(MIN))

•	 总栅极电荷(QG)

•	 反向传输电容(CRSS)

•	 功率耗散

MAX16952
36V, 2.2MHz Step-Down Controller

with Low Operating Current

21Maxim Integrated

Therefore:

Solving for RC:

Set the error-amplifier compensation zero formed by RC
and CC (fzEA) at the fpMOD. Calculate the value of CC
as follows:

If fzMOD is less than 5 x fC, add a second capacitor, 
CF, from COMP to SGND and set the compensation
pole formed by RC and CF (fpEA) at the fzMOD.
Calculate the value of CF as follows:

As the load current decreases, the modulator pole also
decreases; however, the modulator gain increases
accordingly and the crossover frequency remains the
same.

For the case where fzMOD is less than fC:

The power-modulator gain at fC is:

The error-amplifier gain at fC is:

Therefore:

Solving for RC:

Set the error-amplifier compensation zero formed by RC
and CC at the fpMOD (fzEA = fpMOD):

If fzMOD is less than 5 × fC, add a second capacitor CF
from COMP to SGND. Set fpEA = fzMOD and calculate
CF as follows:

MOSFET Selection
The MAX16952’s controller drives two external logic-
level n-channel MOSFETs as the circuit switch ele-
ments. The key selection parameters to choose these
MOSFETs include:

• On-resistance (RDS(ON))

• Maximum drain-to-source voltage (VDS(MAX))

• Minimum threshold voltage (VTH(MIN))

• Total gate charge (QG)

• Reverse-transfer capacitance (CRSS)

• Power dissipation
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图5. 补偿网络
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36V、2.2MHz降压控制器，
低工作电流

MAX16952

两个n沟道MOSFET必须为逻辑电平型，在VGS = 4.5V时
保证导通电阻不超标。确保最小输入电压时的传导损耗不
超过MOSFET的封装热保护限值，或不超过总体热预算。
也要保证传导损耗加上最小输入电压时的开关损耗不超过
封装额定值，或不超过总体热预算。MAX16952的DL栅
极驱动器必须驱动低边MOSFET (NL)。特别要检查确认高
边MOSFET (NH)导通引起的dV/dt不会通过其漏极-栅极
电容拉高NL栅极。这是交叉导通故障的最常见原因。

栅电荷损耗由驱动器耗散，不会使MOSFET温度升高。因
此，如果驱动电流来自于内部LDO稳压器，必须检查由于
驱动损耗引起的功率耗散。两个MOSFET的总栅电荷必须
足够低，BIAS可为两个驱动器供电，而不会使IC过热：

PDRIVE = (VSUP - VBIAS) × QG_TOTAL × fSW

式中，QG_TOTAL为两个MOSFET的栅电荷之和。

升压飞电容选择
自举电容储存内部开关的栅极电压。其大小受限于高边
MOSFET的开关频率和栅电荷。理想情况下，自举电容应
至少为栅极电容的9倍。
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Both n-channel MOSFETs must be logic-level types
with guaranteed on-resistance specifications at VGS =
4.5V. Ensure that the conduction losses at minimum
input voltage do not exceed MOSFET package thermal
limits or violate the overall thermal budget. Also, ensure
that the conduction losses, plus switching losses at the
maximum input voltage, do not exceed package ratings
or violate the overall thermal budget. The MAX16952’s
DL gate driver must drive the low-side MOSFET (NL). In
particular, check that the dV/dt caused by the high-side
MOSFET (NH) turning on does not pull up the NL gate
through its drain-to-gate capacitance. This is the most
frequent cause of cross-conduction problems.

Gate-charge losses are dissipated by the driver and do
not heat the MOSFET. Therefore, if the drive current is
taken from the internal LDO regulator, the power dissi-
pation due to drive losses must be checked. Both
MOSFETs must be selected so that their total gate
charge is low enough; therefore, BIAS can power both
drivers without overheating the IC:

PDRIVE = (VSUP - VBIAS) × QG_TOTAL × fSW

where QG_TOTAL is the sum of the gate charges of both
MOSFETs.

Boost-Flying Capacitor Selection
The bootstrap capacitor stores the gate voltage for the
internal switch. Its size is constrained by the switching
frequency and the gate charge of the high-side 
MOSFET. Ideally the bootstrap capacitance should be
at least nine times the gate capacitance:

This results in a 10% voltage drop when the gate is
driven. However, if this value becomes too large to be
recharged during the minimum off-time, a smaller
capacitor must be chosen.

During recharge, the internal bootstrap switch acts as a
resistor, resulting in an RC circuit with the associated
time constants. Two τs (time constants) are necessary
to charge from 90% to 99%. The maximum allowable
capacitance is, therefore:

The minimum off-time allowed for the MAX16952 is
100ns (typ). If eight consecutive 100ns pulses are

detected, the LSFET is forced on for one-half clock
cycle minimum. This is to ensure that the charge on the
boost capacitor is replenished fully.

The worst case operation is when the MAX16952 is
close to dropout, but not fully in dropout with no load on
the output. This means consecutive minimum off-time
pulses are < 8. In this scenario, ensure that the amount
of charge lost per cycle is replenished in 100ns.

In some applications external boost resistor is added to
slow down the turn-on time for the HSFET. This causes
an extra voltage drop on the BST capacitor per cycle
and can require a parallel boostrap diode.

Let us assume:

QG = total gate charge for HSFET

QBST = BST charge lost per cycle

VL = BIAS voltage = 5V (typ)

VBST = BST voltage (BST - LX)

RBST_EXT = external boost resistor used (connected
between BST capacitor and BST pin)

RBST = internal boost switch resistance = 5Ω (typ)

With the above set of parameters ensure that:

QBST > QG for every 100ns minimum off-time

QBST = (VL - VBST)/(RBST_EXT + RBST) x 100ns

The threshold voltage (VTH) of the external HSFET used
determines the VL - VBST number. If 3V is the external
HSFET threshold voltage, VL - VBST = 2V.

Now, if QBST > QG is not satisfied, an external parallel
bootstrap Schottky diode is required.

Applications Information
PCB Layout Guidelines

Make the controller ground connections as follows: cre-
ate a small analog ground plane near the IC by using
any of the PCB layers. Connect this plane to SGND and
use this plane for the ground connection for the SUP
bypass capacitor, compensation components, feed-
back dividers, and FOSC resistor.

If possible, place all power components on the top side
of the board and run the power stage currents, espe-
cially large high-frequency components, using traces or
copper fills on the top side only, without adding vias.

On the top side, lay out a large PGND copper area for
the output, and connect the bottom terminals of the
high-frequency input capacitors, output capacitors, and
the source terminals of the low-side MOSFET to that
area.
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这就造成在驱动栅极时产生10%的压降。然而，如果该值
太大，不能在最小关断周期内重新充电，则必须选择较小
的电容。

重新充电期间，内部自举开关作为电阻，形成具有相关时
间常数的RC电路。两个τ(时间常数)内必须能够从90%充
电至99%。因此，最大允许电容为：
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driven. However, if this value becomes too large to be
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resistor, resulting in an RC circuit with the associated
time constants. Two τs (time constants) are necessary
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capacitance is, therefore:
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100ns (typ). If eight consecutive 100ns pulses are

detected, the LSFET is forced on for one-half clock
cycle minimum. This is to ensure that the charge on the
boost capacitor is replenished fully.

The worst case operation is when the MAX16952 is
close to dropout, but not fully in dropout with no load on
the output. This means consecutive minimum off-time
pulses are < 8. In this scenario, ensure that the amount
of charge lost per cycle is replenished in 100ns.

In some applications external boost resistor is added to
slow down the turn-on time for the HSFET. This causes
an extra voltage drop on the BST capacitor per cycle
and can require a parallel boostrap diode.

Let us assume:

QG = total gate charge for HSFET

QBST = BST charge lost per cycle

VL = BIAS voltage = 5V (typ)

VBST = BST voltage (BST - LX)

RBST_EXT = external boost resistor used (connected
between BST capacitor and BST pin)

RBST = internal boost switch resistance = 5Ω (typ)

With the above set of parameters ensure that:

QBST > QG for every 100ns minimum off-time

QBST = (VL - VBST)/(RBST_EXT + RBST) x 100ns

The threshold voltage (VTH) of the external HSFET used
determines the VL - VBST number. If 3V is the external
HSFET threshold voltage, VL - VBST = 2V.

Now, if QBST > QG is not satisfied, an external parallel
bootstrap Schottky diode is required.
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any of the PCB layers. Connect this plane to SGND and
use this plane for the ground connection for the SUP
bypass capacitor, compensation components, feed-
back dividers, and FOSC resistor.

If possible, place all power components on the top side
of the board and run the power stage currents, espe-
cially large high-frequency components, using traces or
copper fills on the top side only, without adding vias.
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MAX16952的最小允许关断时间为100ns (典型值)。如果
检测到连续8个100ns脉冲，则强制LSFET导通最小半个时
钟周期，这确保完全补充升压电容的电荷。

最坏工作情况是输出空载时MAX16952接近压差模式但未
完全处于压差模式，这意味着连续最小关断周期脉冲的数
量小于8。这种情况下，确保在100ns内补充每周期释放
的电荷数量。

有些应用中，增加外部升压电阻，以降低HSFET的导通时
间，这样每周期在BST电容上产生一个额外压降，可能需
要并联自举二极管。

设：

QG = HSFET的栅极总电荷

QBST = BST每周期释放的电荷

VL = BIAS电压 = 5V (典型值)

VBST = BST电压(BST - LX)

RBST_EXT = 使用的外部升压电阻(连接在BST电容和
BST引脚之间)

RBST = 内部升压开关电阻 = 5Ω (典型值)

对于以上一组参数，确保：

QBST > QG，每个100ns最小关断时间内

QBST = (VL - VBST)/(RBST_EXT + RBST) x 100ns

所用外部HSFET的门限电压(VTH)决定VL - VBST，如果外
部HSFET的门限电压为3V，则VL - VBST = 2V。

此时，如果不满足QBST > QG，则需要外部并联自举肖特
基二极管。

             应用信息

PCB布局指南
控制器接地连接：利用任意PCB层在IC附近布置一个小
模拟接地区域。将该区域连接至SGND，并将该区域作为
SUP旁路电容、补偿元件、反馈驱动器及FOSC电阻的接
地连接。

如果可能，将所有功率元件布置在电路板的顶层，仅在顶
层上使用走线或覆铜布置电源级电流，尤其是大的高频元
件；不要增加过孔。 

在顶层为输出布置一个大的PGND覆铜区域，将高频输入
电容、输出电容以及低边MOSFET的源极端连接至该区域。
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Figure 6. Typical Operating Circuit for VOUT = 5V
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Then, make a star connection of the SGND plane to the
top copper PGND area with few vias in the vicinity of
the source terminal sensing. Do not connect PGND and
SGND anywhere else. Refer to the MAX16952 evalua-
tion kit data sheet for guidance.

Keep the power traces and load connections short,
especially at the ground terminals. This practice is
essential for high efficiency and jitter-free operation. Use
thick copper PCBs (2oz vs. 1oz) to enhance efficiency.

Place the controller IC adjacent to the synchronous
rectifier MOSFET (NL) and keep the connections for LX,
PGND, DH, and DL short and wide. Use multiple small
vias to route these signals from the top to the bottom
side. The gate current traces must be short and wide,
measuring 50 mils to 100 mils wide if the low-side
MOSFET is 1in from the controller IC. Connect the
PGND trace from the IC close to the source terminal of
the low-side MOSFET.

Route high-speed switching nodes (BST, LX, DH, and
DL) away from the sensitive analog areas (FOSC,
COMP, and FB). Group all SGND-referred and feed-
back components close to the IC. Keep the FB and
compensation network nets as small as possible to pre-
vent noise pickup.

Chip Information
PROCESS: BiCMOS

Package Information
For the latest package outline information and land patterns (foot-
prints), go to www.maximintegrated.com/packages. Note that a
“+”, “#”, or “-” in the package code indicates RoHS status only.
Package drawings may show a different suffix character, but the
drawing pertains to the package regardless of RoHS status.

PACKAGE
TYPE

PACKAGE
CODE

OUTLINE
NO.

LAND
PATTERN NO.

16 TSSOP-EP U16E+3 21-0108 90-0120

图6. VOUT = 5V的典型工作电路

然后，利用源极附近很少的过孔通过星型连接将SGND区
域连接至顶层覆铜PGND区域。不用通过其它任何位置连
接PGND和SGND。布局指南请参见MAX16952评估板的
数据资料。

使电源走线和负载连接尽量短，尤其在接地端。这对于高
效率、无抖动工作至关重要。采用厚铜PCB (2oz VS 1oz)
以提高效率。

使 控 制 器IC邻 近 同 步 整 流 器MOSFET (NL)， 并 使LX、
PGND、DH和DL的走线短而宽。利用多个小过孔将这些
信号从顶层连接至底层。栅极电流的走线必须短而宽，如
果 低 边MOSFET距 离 控 制 器1 in， 使 用50 mil至100 mil
宽 的 走 线。 将 来 自 于IC的PGND走 线 连 接 至 靠 近 低 边
MOSFET的源极端。

使高速开关节点(BST、LX、DH和DL)远离敏感的模拟区
域(FOSC、COMP和FB)。将全部以SGND为基准的元件和

反馈元件分组靠近IC。使FB和补偿网络尽量小，以防拾取
噪声。

           芯片信息
PROCESS: BiCMOS

                    封装信息
如需最近的封装外形信息和焊盘布局(占位面积)，请查询china.
maximintegrated.com/packages。请注意，封装编码中的“+”、

“#”或“-”仅表示RoHS状态。封装图中可能包含不同的尾缀字符，
但封装图只与封装有关，与RoHS状态无关。

封装类型 封装编码 外形编号 焊盘布局编号

16 TSSOP-EP U16E+3 21-0108 90-0120

http://china.maximintegrated.com/packages
http://china.maximintegrated.com/packages
http://pdfserv.maximintegrated.com/package_dwgs/21-0108.PDF
http://pdfserv.maximintegrated.com/land_patterns/90-0120.PDF
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